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STA:, i1t.1)  Mike J.doison, 
artan Daily fine arts editor, was 
irded 
a 
$100 scholarship
 last 
ght at a 
banquet 
here.  
The
 presentation 
was  made by 
e 
Northern
 California 
chapter
 
Sigma  Delta Chi, 
national 
jour
-
ism
 
fraternity.
 The 
banquet 
ored
 
the
 fraternity's 
50th  year. 
1,hnson,
 
a junior from 
Delphi, 
orked
 
on a 
weekly  
news -
MIKE
 
JOHNSON  
wins 
award
 
Per in 
New
 
Mexico
 for one year 
d 
was
 
editor
 
of 
his  high
 
school
 
arbook.
 
Jim  
Adams,
 
Daily  
news editor, 
d 
Jerry
 
Nachman,
 Daily col-
nist,
 
were
 
awarded
 certificates 
merit.
 
James
 
Byron,
 
national
 president
 
the
 
fraternity,
 was featured 
Peaker
 
at
 
the
 
banquet.
 
NYU
 
Opens
 
Classes
 
To
 
Out
-of
-Staters
 
York
 
Unkersity's
 
Washing-
-"mare
 
College
 
of 
Arts
 
and  
Iwo 
again
 
is 
Offering
 
non -New
 
flaters
 
an
 
opportunity
 to 
spend
 
heir
 
junior
 
year
 
in 
C,otham.
 
Under
 
the
 
"Junior
 
Year
 in 
New 
lork"
 
program,
 
the
 
university
 
eeepts
 
a 
limited
 
number  of 
Mu
-
'IS
 
Whose  
residence
 
is 
outside
 
,ew
 
York.
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illiam
 
Winter
 
To
 
Present
 
an  
Am
 
Address
 
Here
 
iiitt.r.  news
 and -
at"
 
foreige
 
(aarrespond-
t.
 
will
 
present
 a 
Pan  
Amer. 
anWeek
 
keynote
 
address
 
uraday
 
at
 
11:30
 a.m. 
in
 
orrjs
 
Dailey
 
Auditor'
  
Pan
 
American
 
Week,  
com-
morating
 
the
 
first  
international
 
tderenee
 
of
 
American  
States,
 
will  
feature
 
displays in 
the 
tural
 
Science
 
and 
Home  
Eco-
icg 
Departments
 and 
the 
Li-
ry 
April
 
12 
through
 
17. 
Winter,
 
known 
for 
his ability 
translate
 
complex  world 
af-
s 
into
 
layman's
 
language, 
will  
uss
 
"The
 
Americas  in 
the 
arid."
 
Master
 
of
 
capsule -type 
corn
-
stories,
 
Winter
 was acclaimed 
r 
his  
daily
 
shortwave  broad
-
ash' 
to
 
Ala.  
during World 
or 
Radio
 
Tokyo,
 
presenting
 a 
war  
ipaganda
 
play,
 singled 
out 
ree 
men
 
it 
considered
 
major  
of 
the
 
Japanese war
 effort. 
e 
three
 
were
 
Franklin  D. 
Roose-
t, 
Winston
 
Churchill  
and  Win
-
A 
former
 
trial  
lawyer,  
Winter  
the
 
recipient
 of numerous 
hon-
At
 present,
 he 
is the 
only 
terican
 
awarded
 rank of Corn-
nder of 
the 
Philippine  
Legion 
Honor.
 
On
-the
-spot 
reports on the 
astro 
revolt in 
Cuba and 
off
-
he 
record 
interviews  
with  
gyptian 
leader Nasser
 and Is -
act's Prime 
Minister 
David  
n-tiurion  were
 included 
in 
Inter's 
recent  world 
travels.  
Winter, who
 has been a news 
for 25 
years, broadcasts
 
through  
Friday
 at 5:30 
a the ABC network
 (KGO). 
Spartafole  
Famous  
Newsman
 
Coming
 Here 
William 
Winter,  internationally 
known  news analyst and 
foreign 
correspondent,  will 
speak  Tuesday morning
 on "The Americas
 
in the World." The 
address
 is a feature of Pan 
American Week, 
April 13 through 
17. Winter and his 
analysis  of the news 
can  be 
heard
 Monday through Friday 
at 5:30 p.m. on KG0 
radio.
 
Home-made 
Bombs 
Rock
 
Alpha Phi 
Sorority  House 
igma
 Delta Chi 
Alpha Phi sorority was pelted with what police described as home-
made cherry bombs early yesterday morning. 
Kathy Thorne, Alpha Phi president,
 said one of the four bombs 
ames 
Winner 
shattered the screen
 and glass as it sailed through an 
upstairs bedroom 
window. It narrowly
 missed two women asleep near the window,
 she 
said, and 
"fizzled  out" on 
the floor. 
The incident 
took place about 1:30 
a.m.  
Noise  
of
 the bombs 
frightened
 
!many
 of the women, who ran to 
Dance
 
Ends  
call the police, she added. 
Three  other bombs were lobbed 
Soph
 
Contest
 
tbi tut
 thlaendheodusoeu t as itde21t0heSr. es10i 
dtehneSet.,
 
One landed at the rear 
of
 the 
VOting  for 
the Joe 
College
-Betty 
Coed 
contest will
 conclude 
tonight 
at 
the 
Sophomore
 Class
 dance 
in 
the  
Cafeteria
 from 
8:30 to 
12:30, 
according 
to
 Skip Fisk,
 class 
pres-
ident. 
Music  will 
be by the 
Melody 
Masters,  a 
local
 dance 
combo.
 The 
admission  
price  of 50 
cents stag
 
or 
75 cents 
drag will 
be donated
 
to 
the  
candidate's
 jar 
of the 
enter-
ing 
person's 
choice, 
according  
to 
Fisk. 
Votes 
will  be 
tallied 
at
 the 
rate  
of one 
vote  for 
every  cent 
donated 
I Coop
 
Equipment
 
to 
a candidate's
 jar. 
Fisk said,
 and 
final 
tabulations  
should 
be
 corn- 
''Goes
 Down
 
Drain'
 
house  near the room 
of
 the house-
mother, Mrs. Ruth 
Laidlaw, who 
said the bomb "made
 a terrific 
noise." She said 
she didn't even 
get up, but 
reached over 
to her 
bedside phone and
 called police. 
"This kind
 of stunt 
doesn't 
frighten 
me
 as much 
as it 
just
 
makes  me 
hopping  
mad,"  she 
said.  
Two 
other  
bombs
 landed 
at 
the side 
of the house
 near the
 
street, she 
added, 
pleted
 by 
about  11 
p.m. 
Winners  
will 
be 
announced
 
at
 that 
time. 
There  are 
14 women
 
competing  
for the 
Betty 
Coed 
title,  
Becky
 
Fudge,
 contest
 
chairman,  
said, 
and  
only 
seven  
men  for 
the Joe
 Col-
lege.
 
Winners
 
will  
receive  
both  
trophies  
and 
merchandise
 
orders
 
donated  
by
 local 
merchants.
 
Candidates  
and 
sponsors
 for 
Joe 
College  
include  
Howard
 
Alexander,  
Sigma 
Phi 
Epsilon;
 Ron 
Larson,
 
Pi 
Kappa 
Alpha;
 
Tom 
Mason.  
Theta 
Xi; 
Ron 
Ronbinson,
 Phi 
Sigma  
Kappa;
 Jerry
 Sims,
 
Sigma  
Chi;
 Steve
 
Walsh,  
Theta  
Chi; 
and 
Gil
 
Zaballos,
 Delta
 
Sigma  
Phi. 
Betty  
Coed 
competitors
 
and 
their  
sponsors
 
include
 
Carol  
Am-
ebic,  
Alpha
 
Omicron
 Pi; 
Carol
 Ann
 
Anderson,
 
Alpha
 
Delta;  
Judi
 Co-
ger,
 
Chi  
Omega;
 
Patti  
Duffy,
 
CWC;
 Mo 
Houlihan,
 
Sigma 
Kappa;  
Linda
 
Janney,
 
Alpha  
Gamma;
 
Marlene
 
Luke,
 
Alpha  
Chi
 
Omega.
 
Mari
 
Morris,
 
Gamma  
Phi
 
Beta;  
Bambi  
Rudolph,
 
Phi 
Mu;  
Clareen
 
Sasse,
 
Kappa
 
Alpha  
Theta;  
Donna  
Smith,  
Wendy
 
Glen;  
Bonni  
Soult,  
Magnolia
 
Manor;
 
Marvel  
Speck-
els, 
Delta  
Zeta,
 
and  
Bev
 
Wood,
 
Alpha
 
Phi.
 
One wore 
tradition
 will go 
"down 
the drain"
 today 
when  all 
Coop 
equipment,
 including
 the kit-
chen
 sink, goes
 on sale 
at
 2 p.m. 
The 
restaurant 
facilities 
will  be 
available 
for  purchase 
until  5 p.m. 
this 
afternoon,
 
Although Coop 
equipment will 
be on 
sale today,  
possession  of the 
campus 
items  will not be 
granted 
until
 the middle
 of June.
 Mrs. 
Margaret  
Ramonda,
 Coop manag-
er, 
stated  that a small 
deposit will 
be required 
on all items.
 
Among 
the
 paraphernalia to go 
"on the block" at 
tomorrow's  sale 
is a $200 
fountain unit 
including 
sinks 
and 
soda
 
fourets;
 four refri-
gerators, two 
at
 $95 and two at 
$175:
 
one 
counter of 
stainless  
steel; 29 
tables; 128 chairs; 32 
stools; and two
 clocks. 
Equipment
 from the kitchen, 
dishroom, service and 
dining  area 
and the 
garbage room will be in-
cluded
 in the 
sale. 
Other items to be sold Include 
a $200 
walk-in box, a 
$125
 double 
oven; 
a 
$150
 
dishwasher
 
and 
drainboards
 set; and a $150 
steam
 
table.
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102
 
Fund 
Report 
Released
 
To 
Students  
In reply to a Thdrat and 
Parry request in Monday's 
Spartan Daily, the Student 
Affairs Business Office yes-
terday released a general 
fund report covering expen-
ditures 
of
 the SJS 
campus
 
for the 1958-59 school year. 
The letter had sugested that 
the 
total student body 
budget be pub-
lished in the 
Spartan Daily each 
semester to learn "what the ASB 
fee 
is being spent for." 
Rather than the 
$156,000  budget 
referred to in the 
letter,
 Student 
Affairs office secretary Mrs. Judy 
Harder reported that the budget 
was 
$143,692.90  for this year. An 
additional 
$2,615.94 has been ap-
propriated
 since the original budg-
et
 was drawn up last fall. 
Income for this year was broken 
'town into these 
divisions:  
I.
 Accounts 
receivable  (Loans) 
$2,050.00.
 
2. Loans Repaid (Lyke 
Maga-
zine)$1,860.00.
 
3. ASB Income, 
regular and vet-
erans$147,640.35.
 
4. Miscellaneous income (faculty 
cards, La Torre 
sales, fines, 
etc.)$1,687.76. 
The original appropriation 
of 
$143,000 
is currently being used 
by 
the campus departments and 
organizations. "Whenever an 
emergency comes up that is not 
covered in the
 original budget, an 
additional
 appropriation must be 
made," Mrs. Harder explained. 
Some organizations which have 
been granted special funds since 
last September include the Col-
lege Lecture Fund, Student
 Ac-
tivity Building Fund, the Interna-
tional Relations 
Club  (Model U.N. 
delegation),  a loan to 
the
 Flying 
Twenty Club, and special appro-
priations for gymnastics and wres-
tling  to send SJS teams to the 
NCAA 
championships.  
All such 
special
 expenditures 
must
 be approved by the 
Board  
of 
Control
 and the Student 
Council, 
Mrs.
 Harder replied. 
"We have approximately
 $18,-
271 
remaining this 
year," Mrs. 
Harder 
explained.  
"However,
 be-
cause  of 
emergency
 requests, 
some  
of that will be used 
up by the end 
of the 
school  year." 
'59
 La 
Torre  
Sellout
 
Near
 
Students  who have 
not
 ordered 
a copy of La Torre
 were warned 
yesterday
 by Sharon Maloney,
 ed-
itor, that an early
 sellout is cer-
tain. 
"We're 
having  only 2000 copies 
printed this year," Sharon 
said, 
"as.  compared  
to last year's 2900 
copies,
 which were all sold." 
Nearly 1000 copies have been 
sold and an 
additional 150 have 
been designated for administrators 
and department
 heads and for ex-
change. 
The yearbook may be ordered 
at
 a booth operated by staff mem-
bers in front of the Spartan Book 
Store and in the Student Affairs 
Business_ 
Office,  TH16. 
The 1959 La Torre is scheduled 
to hit the campus on May 15. It 
sells for $6.50. Full payment must 
accompany each order. 
Staff members 
reported  that the 
yearbook
 will contain 352 pages 
with a number of them in color;
 
and that it will Include a new sec-
tion, "No 
Longer Scene on Cam-
pus," 
featuring pictures 
of the 
campus as it 
appeared  over the 
past decades. 
Military 
Display  
On Campus Apr.14 
The second annual display of 
military equipment will be shown 
by the Army 
ROTC Detachment 
at
 
San Jose State College Tues-
day, on 
the  Women's Athletic 
Field.
 
Contributing
 to the wide variety 
of military
 equipment
 will be lo-
cal 
National  Guard,
 Reserve, 
and 
active 
Army 
units  as 
well
 as San 
Jose area
 industrial
 plants.
 
'WOULDN'T
 
WORK
 
ANYWHERE'   
SJS Honor Code 
Unlikely,
 Says 
Poll 
By 
BILL  
PHILLIPS  
Editor
 
A 21 -year
-old senior
 sod-
ology 
major has
 pros ed 
what 
most
 students
 hal  e 
known  
for 
years  
that an 
honor 
code  
wouldn't  
work 
at San 
Jose 
State.  
After 
quizzing  
735 
stu-
dents
 from 
all  classes,
 including
 
graduate,  the
 poll 
taken  by 
Vic  
Matson  shows: 
That 
students  believe
 that cheat-
ing is going
 on now 
and  wouldn't 
end 
just because of 
a new honor 
code. 
'Filet the student body is "too 
large, too immature, and too dis-
honest for an honor code." 
Fifty-three per cent of polled 
students said the code
 wasn't
 
practical,  while 47 per cent 
maintained it was. 
Reasons given by the students 
in favor 
of the new code included: 
1Students  are basically honest 
and wouldn't cheat. 
2Students 
at SJS are of as 
high a caliber as 
are Stanford stu-
dents ---if it works
 there, it could 
work
 here. 
3Cheating is 
widespread  at 
SJS; no system could make the 
Cast
 of 
Seven Opens 
Eliot's
 'Clerk' 
Tonight
 
By MIKE JOHNSON 
Fine Arts Editor 
"Confidential
 Clerk," described
 
as 
"amusing, fascinating and 
oddly 
disturbing" by New 
York
 critics, 
opens 
tonight  at 8:15 in College 
Theater. 
Under 
the direction of Dr. Jack 
Neeson,
 assistant professor
 of 
piece." He 
said he chose it because 
he "likes Eliot," and because
 it 
has good acting parts. 
"Confidential
 Clerk" is written 
In free verse, so the cast had an 
unusual problem to master. Dr. 
Neeson said, "It was a challenge, 
as is any verse 
playwhether It 
be Shakespeare or Eliot. 
loartafoto 
Cast Readies for 'Clerk' Opening 
Phyllis Parmenter, (1. to r.) Fred Bonetti, 
Carolyn  Reed and Dan-
ny Nanvetior (sitting) run through a scene from "Confidential 
Clerk," which opens 
tonight  at 8:15 in College Theater. Tickets 
are on sale at Speech and Drama box office. Seats for tonight 
and tomorrow night are reported "going fast." 
drama, a cast of seven
 will per-
form the three -act 
T. S. Eliot 
comedy. 
Carolyn Reed, who played the 
lead in "The Sleeping Prince," 
recent production
 of the Speech 
and Drama Department, plays 
Lady Elizabeth 
Mulhammer, a 
lead role. Fred 
Bonetti
 will play 
opposite
 her as Sir 
Claude
 
Mu!
-
hammer. 
Lelia 
Walker and 
Peter 
Nyberg
 
will appear
 in two other major 
roles, and John Wilson, Danny 
Zanvettor 
and  Phyllis Parrnenter 
will handle the letsser 
characteriz-
ations. 
Dr. Neeson explained that the 
play was written 
In 1953 and was 
"saluted in London as a 
master -
situation worse. Why not try 
it? 
4 An honor 
code would give
 a 
more relaxed atmosphere  stu-
dents would not 
be afraid; hence  
they would not cheat. 
Whatever 
the  pros and cons, 
Matson believes
 the issue is an 
important one 
and should 
be
 
Initiated
 by 
candidates in 
the 
coming 
ASS 
election.
 
"I think 
that
 the possibility 
of initiating an 
honor code . . 
. 
would be very profitable
 for a 
candidate," Matson said 
in a pre-
pared statement. 
The survey involved a 
six -part 
questionnaire and 
was  handed out 
to students during 
classes to 
"sound out" the student body. 
Matson said an honor 
code
 
type 
system
 is 
being  
used at six 
schools: Stanford
 Cniveraity, 
Santa Clara University, Mills 
College in Oakland, University 
of Virginia and the 
U.S.  Mili-
tary 
Academy.  
Many 
interesting 
commenta 
came out of the
 questionnaire. 
Students asked, for
 example, how 
would violators 
be suspended?
 
Should not the penalty be severe? 
Another 
comment:  "Whose 
bril-
liant idea was this? 
It's a laugh! 
The profs would 
have the honor 
and the 
students
 would have the 
system."
 
Fraternity  students 
would 
capitalize on the 
system,
 an-
other student 
said. Other com-
ments: 
'Training
 in honesty 
should take 
place long 
before
 college agetoo
 
late to begin 
now."  
"I feel that 
we would achieve 
a 
high 
degree
 of honesty if 
proctors  
were 
present
 and kept 
their wits 
about 
them."  
"The 
present  system is 
okay." 
Part
 of the following
 state-
ment 
is
 taken from the
 Stanford 
Student
 Body 
Handbook,
 en-
titled 
"The 
Fundamental
 Stand-
ard, The Honor 
Code:"
 
"An
 honor code
 is based 
on
 the 
assumption
 that
 each 
student  
manifests
 in his 
academic
 work 
that degree 
of honesty 
expected of 
a 
student.  
"... an 
honor  code derives
 its 
strength from
 the 
cooperation
 
of faculty 
and students. 
The stu-
dents are
 allowed 
to take a 
break 
from
 an 
examination  at 
any
 time. The 
students
 merit 
the 
trust placed 
in them by 
pledging that 
they will neither
 
give nor receive 
aid which is 
not 
permitted 
in any work
 used 
by the 
instructor  
as
 a basis of 
grading."  
Who  reports
 the 
suspected  
cheater? In 
the Stanford
 code. 
"the 
offender  is asked
 to report 
himself.
 If he 
refuses to 
do so, 
the 
witnessing  
student 
would 
re-
port the 
violation."  
And from
 several 
transplanted
 
Stanfordites:
 "The 
honor 
system  
does
 not really
 work 
anywhere
certainly not 
at Stanford." 
"The  cast is not retaining the 
Scooter,
 
Car 
Bump;
 
British pronunciation, because 
the setting of the story 
is un-
important" he 
continued. 
The plot
 deals with a 
successful  
financier whose 
family
 has become 
somewhat 
disconnected 
without 
knowing it. 
Various  reunions 
and 
surprising
 relationships 
develop, 
with  some 
interesting  and 
lively 
characterizations  
of the Mulham-
mers' children. 
Tickets
 are on 
sale  now 
in
 the 
theater box 
office. 
Student
 price 
is 50 
cents,  non
-students,  
$1.  Sales 
late yesterday
 indicated 
tonight 
and  tomorrow
 night 
may be 
sell-
outs. The play
 will run 
Wednes-
day 
through
 
Saturday  of 
next 
week
 
Californian
 
Among 
7 
Pilots
 
SJS 
Student  
Hurt 
A 
ear-nni 
san 
State 
sophomore
 
is 
nursing
 a 
fractured
 
left arm 
.today 
following
 a 
colli-
sion
 
between
 
his  motor
 
scooter
 
and 
a car 
Wednesday
 
evening.
 
Marvon
 D. 
McLaughlin
 of 
734 
Bucher
 St., 
Santa 
Clara,
 was 
treated
 at 
San 
Jose  
Hospital.  
The 
driver 
of the
 car.
 Jesus
 
Sanchez
 
Peralta,  
63, of 
477 
Hannah  
St., 
was  cited
 by 
police 
for 
failure 
to 
yield
 
right-of-way
 
and  to 
give 
a 
proper
 turn 
signal 
at 
Stockton  
and 
Lenzen  
Sts. 
McLaughlin,
 a 
natural
 
science  
major,  
was  cited
 for 
not 
having  
his  
driver's
 
license
 
with
 him.
 
Chosen 
for Space
 Flight 
11 
WASHINGTON
 (11PDA
 Californian
 is one of 
seven  American 
test pilots chosen 
to become the 
nation's  first spacemen,
 the National 
Aeronautics and
 Space 
Administration  
reported
 yesterday. 
The 
NASA said 
Navy  Lt. Scott 
Carpenter, 
33,  of Garden 
Grove !: 
in the Los 
Angeles  
metropolitan
 
areaand  now 
based  
at 
Langley
 ' 
AFB, 
Va.,  had been 
chosen for 
training  to ride 
a rocket
-boosted
 pro-
ject
 Mercury 
vehicle  into 
orbit  around 
the earth. 
BOOMS 
CAUSED 
BY
 A.F. 
SAN 
FRANCISCO
 
(UPD--An  
announcement
 from 
Washington,
 
D.C.,  that 
the Air 
Force  was 
responsible
 for the 
sonic booms
 in the 
Bay 
Area  
apparently
 jogged
 the 
memories  of 
Hamilton 
AFB 
spokes-
men.  
Wednesday,  
when  news 
media 
wanted  to 
know about
 the 
booms,  
the 
Air Force
 would 
barely  admit
 it had 
flying 
machines.  
Yesterday,
 a 
spokesman
 proudly
 
announced
 that
 an 
F-104  Star
-
fighter
 from 
Edwards
 AFB, 
piloted 
by
 Col. 
Edward  
H.
 Taylor,
 set a 
new  record
 of 
707.757  
miles  an 
hour 
average  
speed, 
takeoff  
to
 land-
ing, on 
a flight 
from 
the 
Southern  
California  
base
 to 
Hamilton
 
AFB 
Lam::irst at Saab laz 
and 
back- 
on
 a 
course
 
directly
 over
 San 
Francisco.oosi
 
 " 
Cinderally
 
Grunnion
 
couldn't
 buy 
glad  
rags  
for  the
 
Grad  
Drag  
'cause
 his
 
wicked
 
roomie
 
made
 
him 
fill 
wafer  
bags 
Happily,
 
Cinder's
 
spineless
 
cousin 
took
 
over,
 and our 
boy 
could 
enhance  
the
 
dance 
in a 
sportcoat  
from 
R/A.
 (At 
$28,
 $38 
or 
$48)
 
 
Ai= 
/ISPARTAN  
DAIT.Y  
Friday,  
April  10, 1959 
Spaztanaily
 
Entered  
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class  matter 
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 to.
 act M 
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$10. Ado. 211. PIO" of Glob
 Printing Co 
Offic  hours I:45-4:20 p.m. 
Monday 
through  
Friday.
 
Any 
/shone 
calls  
should
 be made during 
this period. 
BILL
 PHILLIPS, Editor 
RON KELLEY, Advertising Mgr.
 
Day 
Editor,  
%it IMP  Doug Williams 
Advertising
 Staff 
... 
Nes.' 
Editor
 
..-..
 ..... .. .... .. .... Jim Adams 
misers Molina Bile 
Crawford,
 Wilson 
Creek. Kay Idea, Scott Irwin, Karen Mack, 
Copy Editor
   
Bill Knowles Sf.' 
Maritakas,
 Sill 
ob 
MaPalmrtin,
 
Billists
 
Mmlaceo, 
Sandy McGowan, S. Dick Fels, 
Wire
 
Editor   Gayle Montgomery 
Dar
 Pricked, 
Pat  Simpson, Rod 
Stollery. 
Itporters:
 Gregory H. brown, Paul Dunne. Jerry Hochman, Ed Holland, 
Jerry Redford, Pale 
Elders, Larry Worthington, Felix Eliaalde. Peter Walls, 
Doug  
Williams,  Joanne 
Osman,  
Darla -
Jean
 Rode, Phyllis Hacked Marjorie Hickson, Geraldine Garden,
 Judy White. 
Editorial 
Council's  
Move  
Student Council should study Billy  Parker's pro-
posal
 to end 
recognition
 of San Jose 
State organiza-
tions  that restrict membership on race, color or re-
ligious
 reasons. 
We
 do not completely agree with Parker's 
meas-
ure. but it certainly deserves 
the  quick attention of 
Student 
Council  members. 
And 
by
 quickwe don't mean weeks or months 
from now. 
Council
 has the unfortunate 
habit  of post-
poning action 
on
 important college 
issues
 and letting 
them
 ride for weeks or months. 
It's  about time this type 
of procedure stopped. 
One 
reason  why Parker's
 proposal perhaps 
is worth 
studying
 is the fact that 
Dr. Roy E. Simpson
 and the 
State Board
 of Education
 hardly 
mentioned  the 
racial  
discrimination
 problem
 when it 
met here 
reeently.  
The
 College 
Administration
 has not yet
 decided to 
snake
 a statement
 and clarification
 on the 
matter.  
We believe 
if anyone 
is
 going to 
make  a quick 
de-
cision  on the 
problem. 
it
 is the 
Council.  And it 
should 
come 
from
 the 
Council.
 Students 
here realize 
the im-
portance 
of student
 government
 and how
 it can 
help
 
students  and the
 college. 
However,  they 
must depend 
on 
strong 
student
 
leadershipthe
 
kind  which 
is not 
afraid  to 
voice  opinions
 and 
policies,  if it 
believes it 
is the proper 
one.  
Such 
an excuse 
as
 "we haven't
 had time 
to
 study 
the issue" is 
getting  to be old 
hat.
 
* * * 
Attention 
Smokers  
Thousands  of San 
Jose
 State students 
will  be slight-
ly disgruntled 
if
 new taxes on 
cigarettes and 
other  to-
bacco 
products  pass 
in the 
California
 
Legislature.
 
Already 
approved  by 
the
 Assembly 
is
 a bill which 
imposes a 3 -cent
-a -package tax 
on cigarettes and
 a 15 
per cent 
tax on all other 
tobacco products.
 The bill now 
goes to the 
Senate. 
If 
fags
 go much 
higher.
 such slogans
 as a "think-
ing  man's filter" 
and
 . . . "taste good 
like a cigarette 
should" won't 
have much 
meaning
 to the student,
 ex-
cept making them
 ask themselves: 
"Maybe I like to 
' live 
modern  but just 
can't  afford 
modern
 prices." 
Whatever  the case,
 we doubt if 
many  collegians 
will  abolish the 
habit  for sake of 
saving a few 
pennies.  
Anyone
 
for rolling
 
iii 
own?
  
Iiud 
SPECIAL
 
FEATURE
 
for 
the Graduate
 
A 
Class Ring 
For Him 
Or
 For Her 
MENS 
RING 
(large size)  
$32.78
 
(RED 
or
 8, 
UE STONE,
 
(ail tarns
 included) 
LADIES RING
 (smaller
 size)  
$19.38
 
(RED 
or BLUE 
STONE)
 
(all tares 
included)
 
With above orders, a deposit of 
$10 is  required 
Balance can be paid 
$5
 per month 
90
-day  
delivery
 from day of order 
, - 
CV
 
5-0567
 
Iii 
akci. 
275 SO.
 FIRST 
STREET  
(NEXT  TO 
U.A. 
THEATRE)  
D. Moomaw 
Will
 
Keynote
 
Greek
 Week 
Greek Week will open Sunday 
on a solemn note 
with the tradi-
tional Greek Week 
Church
 in Con-
cert 
Hall  at 7 
p.m. 
Special
 
speaker
 will 
be
 Donn 
Moomaw,
 
former 
all-American
 
from 
UCLA. He now serves on the 
Intervarsity Council
 of Berkeley 
Presbyterian Church. Members of 
the council are San
 Jose State, 
Stanford and University of Cali-
fornia.  
SJS Women's Glee will provide 
music  for the service. Under the 
direction of Dr. Russell M. Harri-
son, assistant professor of music 
and education, the 
group will sing 
"Lift Thine Eyes" and "Like as a 
Father." 
Other
 Greek Week functions, 
according to chairman
 Linda 
Mahlstedt,  include an all -Greek 
dinner 
April  15 in the Cafeteria 
and the Greek 
Carnival,  open to 
all students, on April
 17 at Spar-
tan  
Stadium.
 
Panel discussions 
will center 
about the 
Saturday  Evening Post 
article, "Are 
We
 Making a 'Play-
ground 
Out of American Colleges 
and Universities?" 
Steering
 Committee officers are 
Miss Mahlstedt;
 Pat Moriarty, se-
cretary;  Sharon Davis, 
dinner 
chairman; and Don Wells, 
Greek 
Carnival 
chairman.  
"Activities this 
year are design-
ed
 for all Greeks," 
Miss Mahlstedt 
stated,  "not just 
for officers." 
Rec 
Students 
Hear
 
Social 
Agency  Head 
Guest speaker
 at the Recreation 
Department's annual field 
work  
"Swap-shop Talk" today will 
be
 
Evelio 
Grillo,  president of the Bay 
Area Council of 
Social
 Agencies 
and community 
relations consult-
ant for the 
Oakland Recreation 
Department. 
The purpose
 of the event is to 
enable recreation 
students  doing 
12 weeks of field work to exchange
 
experiences,
 said Kenneth M. 
Kim,
 
assistant professor of recreation. 
Students in 
the  field work 
pro-
gram 
will Meet with 
their field 
supervisors and
 the recreation fa-
culty
 for coffee at 9:30 
a.m. in 
WG8. At 10 a.m., 
the field super-
visors 
will  tour the campus. 
After the "Swap -Shop
 Talk" in 
WG8 from 
10:30 to 12, a "no host" 
luncheon
 will be served 
in Cafe-
teria rooms 
A and B from 12:15 
to 1:15 p.m., when Grillo will 
speak on 
"The
 
Relationship
 of 
Recreation to the Community Ag-
encies."  
Career 
Confab 
Signups
 Available 
A 
Careers  in Correction 
confer-
ence for 
persons interested in 
working in probation, 
parole,
 in-
stitutions, or 
prisons will be held 
April 19 in CH149 and 
CH150.  
Deadline for signups is April 15. 
Signup sheets  are available in 
CH -
224, on bulletin boards, and 
.through campus 
organizations.  
Placement Office and the So-
ciology 
Department  are 
sponsor-
ing the event. 
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SHE 
WAS
 
BORN  
IN 
A 
CASTLE
 
ON 
A 
HILL  
and 
grew
 
up
 on 
some skid row 
street, in 
one 
of 
those  
apartritents
 
smelling
 
of
 
boiled  
cabbage and 
onions
 
cooking.  
Through
 
it all 
she 
remained
 
Princess
 
Harlene,  
and 
managed
 
to 
wipe 
away
 the 
gloomy
 mud 
her 
life 
was 
suddenly
 
splattered
 
with.  
The
 tale 
is 
one  of 
rags-to-richrsin
 
reversetelling
 a 
tragedy
 
poorly 
played
 
by
 
leering
 
ninon,  
jeweled
 
prostitutes
 
and  
grizzled  
opium hounds. 
How 
she 
bathed  
herself
 of 
the  
slime
 in 
rose
-scented 
charm and
 
dignity  is 
her story
 alone:
 
When  
Princess  
Harlene
 first 
saw 
life  it 
was  
hidden
 by 
a gay
 
merry-go-round
 of 
pinto 
ponies, 
lifesize 
dolls 
and giant
 
picture
-book
 
heroes. 
She was 
her own 
Alice in 
Wonderland.
 
Then.one
 day, 
somebody
 whom
 she 
never 
knew,  
pushed  
over  
her
 
brightly 
painted
 blocks;
 so 
Princess  
Harlene,iage
 9, 
her 
mother
 and 
brother,  
peered  
into
 an 
unknown  
world  
that
 Itunk 
of booze 
and 
two-
story 
tenement  
hotels:  
("Vacancy-
 see owner.") 
Her 
millionaire  
father, a 
gargantuan
 300
-plus  pound 
bookie -
gambler,  with a 
watch  fob 
big
 as his 
wallet,
 was 
mysteriously
 
soinilledperhaps
 
double-crossed
 is 
more the 
wordout 
of his 
gingerbread 
fortune
 and It 
all  
came  
crumbling
 
down. 
His card 
palace 
toppled
 Just as 
easily as it 
had been 
built  and 
papers
 said 
the gangsters 
nearly beat the
 huge man 
to
 death. 
So
 Princess 
Harlene,  mother
 and brother,
 went toppling
 too, and 
like Alice
 down the rabbit 
hole,  it was a long 
fall. 
The Princess' 
father,  now down 
to nickles, died
 from diabetes 
when she was 10. 
So the beautiful 
story books were 
gone; but her 
grace,  that inner 
gristle, remained.
 She tried hard 
to kick away the 
dirt. 
   
BUT FOR 
A FEW PRECARIOUS 
YEARS  SHE 
TEETERED
 
on 
the
 floozy side, 
wearing
 two -pound 
earrings,  greased
-on
 scarlet lipstick 
and  skin-tight sweaters. 
But  the Princess never 
abdicated  her throne. 
She came back from the 
crusty  life of whining hot -rods. 
The  Princess still lives at the 
$2
-a -night rooming house her 
moth-
er owns. The castle has 
frayed  rugs and sailors lean like 
drunkken
 
footmen
 against the swinging glass doors. 
She Is at Cal now, and her brother, 20, 
goes to San Franclaeo 
State, selling 
shoes part-time  (the expensive kind his father once 
wore). Her once glamorous 
mother  runs the hotel alone and the 
diamonds and fancy clothes are back in a dream somewhere, 
They all tried to crawl out from the skid row scum, but it was 
the Princess who showed them all how' and it was the Princess who 
best 
succeeded. 
Her wide blue eyes, brown hair, coffee -cream skin 
and  Coke -
bottle figure 
still have the picture -book look 
of a Snow White. Fate 
had sold the 
Princess a poison apple, too. 
But, "out of the mud 
grows  the lily." 
GIRL
 
FOR
 OSCAR 
WINNER
 
NEV 
YORK 
(UPI)  
-Film
 
stai 
Joanne
 
Woodward 
gave birth yes-
terday 
to a 
7 fi 
pound  girl
 at Mt. 
Sinai
 
Hospital.  
The Academy
 Award - winning 
actress
 is 
the wife of 
actor Paul 
Newman,who
 is 
currently  
starring
 
in the 
Tennessee  Williams' Broad-
way 
hit, "Sweet Bird 
of
 Youth." 
It is 
the 
couple's  
first 
child.  
Newman
 
Dance
 
Set
 
Tomorrow
 
Eve
 
Newm.iii
 
l!
 
dows"
 
formal
 
hail 
will
 
h.
 
, 
Brookdale
 
Lodge
 
toments%
 
Chan
 
and
 
his  
band
 
will
 
Dim
 
dancing
 
from
 
9 
p.m.
 
until
 
I 
Students
 
interested
 
in
 
att(
 
the
 
ball 
may  
purch,he
 
bills
 
et Ness 
mao
 
II
 
PROFESSIONAL  
OPPORTUNITIES
 
FOR
 
ENGINEERING
 
AND
 
SCIENCE
 
GRADUATES
 
APPLIED
 
RESEARCH
 
LABORATORIES,
 
INC.
 
(Subsidiary
 of 
Bausch
 & 
Lomb
 
Optical
 
Co.)
 
Instruments
 for 
Spectrochemical
 
Analysis
 
 Challenging 
Assignments
 
 
Opportunity For 
Professional
 
Growth
 
 Small 
Company
 
Atmosphere
 
 Excellent Benefits 
Specific  Openings
 at 
Glendale,
 
California
 
E.E.'s  for Design 
Engineering  
ME's for Production
 Engineering
 
Physics
 Majors for 
Development
 
Engineering
 
Chemistry  
Majors for
 
Analytical
 
Methods
 
Resrch
 
Also, in the Middle 
West
 
and
 
East:
 
Any 
of the above 
majors
 for
 
Sales-S,,,,..e
 
Engine
 
(with
 
travel
 requirements). 
Sorry  No temporary 
summer
 inork
 
available.
 
Register with 
your  
Placement
 
Bureau
 
for
 
CAMPUS
 
INTERVIEWS...
 
APRIL  
14, 
1959
 
or you may
 
write  
us
 direct
 ,.11 
P. 0. Box 
1710, Glendale
 
5, 
CalifornA
 
Attention:
 C. F. Hartman, 
Personnel
 
Director  
This totally new gasoline
 is needed by 30 million
 cars for protection 
against  
spark plug "Miss"major cause of power loss 
 
Combustion  deposits 
in today's 
high-crimpressinn
 engines ran
 
cause spark plugs to "miss" 
after  as little as irsoo miles. 
When  
iko happens, your car can
 lose a critical part of its 
power.  
 TCP
 
a Sure Shell 
oyerrnmes
 coo' 
posits ... stops 
.park plug
 
''iniss"...rer
 
power you need for so 
many
 
driving
  
Super  
Shell
 
with
 
TCP  
Adds
 
Anti-lIfiss
 
to 
anti
-knock
 
Yes 
save  Rasalinc
 gel
 bark 
20 
to
 
30 
horsepower  stolen
 
by spark 
plug  "miss"
 
If you
 think Super Shell with UP° 
is Pre an improved premium 
gasoline 
--well, Miuer, just try
 it! The 
to
 as' 
your car performs tells you
 better 
than words that 
Super  
Shell  is 
totally  
"Cu. 
Super
 
Shell  is more
 
powerful
 than 
any 
premium
 
because
 
it has a 
"power
 
pack" of aromatics 
Re
 used 
in 
aviation  
gasoline. 
They 
provide
 more combus-
tion energy which  
converts 
automati-
cally to extra mileage. 
And Super
 Shell is 
no high in 
octane 
number 
that 
engine  
-knock
 is 
no
 
longer
 a 
problem.
 Rut in 
today's
 high -
compression  
engines, anti
-knock
 
alone
 is not 
enough.  
That's 
why 
TCP  adda
 anti
-miss  to 
anti
-knock.  
TCP  
additive  
neutralims
 
harmful
 
combustion
 
deposits
 
that
 
cause spark
 plug 
"miss."  
You'll get back 2r1
 to 30 
horsepower
 
You've  been
 missing 
when 
you
 
need
 
it 
most-  
for 
passing,
 tin
 hills 
and
 
on 
get a w a ys. 
Sec 
your  
Shell  
Dealer.  
.,.enee
 Rs
 as,..,
 
Get
 it 
in the 
\cry'
 
White 
Pump! 
If 
 
I 
'SHELL
 
The 
most powerful 
gasoline
 oy 
car 
can
 
usePlus
 
TCP for
 
Anti-.11iss  
Meer-
Dance
 
)rrow 
Eve
 
11
 
will
 
he
 
tornorruss
 
Ind Will 
pia,  
stn.
 
until
 
I 
isted
 
in
 
attend*
 
Th:ra?
 
TH.;
 
fnr
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rowth
 
:alifornia
 
tg 
:esearch
 
1st:
 
:e 
Enrr?
 - 
available.
 
ureau
 
for
 
WS... 
Practice  
Makes
 
Perfect  
Oral
 
interpretation  
requires
 
practice
 
and concentration,
 John 
Smith
 
tells  
Sally
 
Hoffman
 
and  
Sandy  George, who 
are
 
listening
 
intently
 to his 
oration.  
... YOUR 
EYES CAN 
ONLY 
BE 
AS 
GOOD AS 
YOUR 
GLASSES..
 . DON'T  
LOOK
 
FOR
 
CHEAP
 
BARGAINS! 
CONSULT
 
Dr. HAROLD
 HASKELL 
Optometrist 
Complete eye examinations 
and optical service. 
Latest styled glasses 
and 
optical prescriptions 
filled
 
No Appointment Necessary 
Easiest Credit Terms 
CY 7-1880 100 So. 1st 
St.  
CRYSTAL 
CREAMERY
 
The  Student's 
Hangout
 
, 
,in  must fcr 
Try 
? ::ious 
sundaes,
 
sodas, and 
- 
it-yies.  
 Broal'est.
 I 
lunder new 
manogementi  
7th & 
E. Santa 
Clara 
Oral 
Interp
 Course 
Found
 
By JOANNE
 
OSMAN
 
Amateur
 
actors.  
would-be
 dra-
matists.
 
literatuee-interested
 stu-
dents and 
even faculty
 members-
 - 
all 
find 
something
 
stimulating
 
In 
a course
 which
 only 
recently
 has 
made
 its claim
 to 
fame:  oral
 inter-
pretation.
 
This 
three
-unit 
course,
 
offered
 
in 
the  
Speech
 and
 Drama
 
Depart
-
mime 
is 
becoming
 "the"
 
course
 to 
take 
by 
upper  
division
 
students.
 
Required
 
of
 
English  
majors
 
and  
minors
 it 
may 
be 
taken  
by stu-
dents
 from 
all 
fields,
 who
 
enroll
 
to 
obtain  
a 
better
 
grape
 
of 
oral  
reading  
techniques.
 
Defined
 by 
one 
oral  
interp  
in-
structor
 as 
"the 
presentation
 
of 
the 
author's  
feelings
 as 
well 
as
 
thoughts
 
presented
 from 
the 
print-
ed 
page,"  
the 
class  is 
designed
 
to
 
give
 
students  
experience
 
in 
read-
ing  before
 a 
group.  
According  
to 
Mrs.  Noreen
 
Mit-
chell,  
speech  
instructor,
 
a stu-
dent 
giving 
an oral 
reading 
must 
put 
over
 all
 the color
 
and imag-
ery 
that 
the 
author  
intended
 In 
his 
writing.  
Readings
 
Sr.- given
 
in 
narrative  
prose  
HMI  
poetry,
 
lyrie  
poetry,
 
dramatic
 
readings
 
and 
other  
categories.
 
An 
audience  
is
 the 
most  
impor-
tant part of 
the 
reading.
 
Mrs. 
Mit-
THE AN4WER
 MAN 
Rich Dig 
gins
 
Can't  
Afford 
Tuition  Hike
 
It 
has  
been  charged that 
college  students  must
 be rich because o 
r !le
 
many  sport cars 
found  parked near campuses. 
What do you
 think 
this?  
Let's  take the 
average  day for 
the student. 
Rich 
Diggins  
arises  
pertly  at 10 a.m. 
for his 14:30 class. tie 
tells 
the valet to
 lay out his best ivy league 
clothes
 and 
be careful 
because last time the
 valet ironed them, he tore off the collar 
buttons. 
He goes  to 
the  
nearest barber shop 
for a 
shave
 and buys his 
daily pair of shoes. His socks have 
been hand knit by Princess 
Margaret of England. 
The  crest on each one is. of solid gold trim-
ming. 
IRich
 gulps
 down a 
breakfast of steak, ham, 
eggs,  
caviar  
and 
shrimp salad, followed by a glass of champagne. He excuses him-
self from the table 
and  
kisses
 the 
housemother
 on the forehead. 
A quick jaunt outside and he is comfortably seated in his 
1959 
Jaguar  
hich 
already has 
been
 
warmed
 up by the chauf-
--  
rem Re gives 
the chauffeur a 
$5 tip and is off to 
college  as 
usual.  
FACULTY
 
Rich knows the impossibility of 
finding a parking place so- he 
naturally goes to the nearest park-
ing lot. (While he's there he 
orders a wax and polish job for 
the ear). By noon he meets his 
girl, Deborah Dollar, and they 
make plans for a 
Saturday trip 
to the beach --in Florida.
 
His courses naturally consist of; 
economics,  
business management. 
stocks and bonds. investments
 and 
graft made practical. 
Rich naturally 
turned down 
the GI Rill hrreallte he already 
had 
enough 
money. Ile 
doesn't
 
worry about such tris kits 
as 
part time 
jobs.  
At 3 
p.m.  he goes back to the 
hoarding house and his 
whirlpool  
bath,  
insulated  heating (during 
winter),
 pipe, slippers. TV set. 
purple passion scarf, red 
robe, 
billiards 
table, cocktails, shim-
mering golf  
clubs, swimming  pool 
and 
stereo
 
recorder.  
Well, that's the
 average college 
student
 
for 
you.  No 
wonder,
 he 
doesn't 
believe the tuition 
should 
go 
up.  
lie may
 have to 
refrain 
from 
filling his 
swimming  pool 
with water each day. Can't 
swim  
In 
stain  
water.
 iild 
stxsrt
 
STUDENTS
 ... 
Do You 
Need  
Extra
 
Money?
 
We're
 not 
loaning
 or 
giving
 it, 
but 'we
 are 
definitely  
giving
 
you 
the 
opportunity  
to earn
 
$64 or 
more  by 
working  12-15 
convenient
 spare 
hours per 
week.
 
Men & 
Women,
 
Qualification?
 
Have  
a Car.
 
CALL
 CY 
3-5802 
ITS 
GORDONS
 
for 
TENNIS
 
SUPPLIES
 
RACKETS  
RESTRUNG  
AND 
REPAIRED  
Trade
 in 
your old 
racket on 
a 
new  one. 
Good used 
tournament
 balls 
3 for
 
$1 
GORDON'S  
SPORT
 
SHOP
 
San 
Fernando
 
 Bet wren 3rd and
 4th  CY 3-0503 
PRESENTING
 the 
finest
 
in 
. . .'Away 
From
 
Home
 
Living'
 
101
 
MOTEL
 
They II be 
truely
 
grateful
 when
 yr, 
tall  
them
 
of
 the 
fins 
"away
 
from
 
horns
 living" available
 
at
 
the  
III
 
MOTEL.  
101 
MOTEL
 
features
--
Near
 the 
College.  
2.  
Fine  
roof
 
fa 
nearby.  
3. 
21 
modern
 
units 
with
 TV 
4. 
Credit  
cards  
honored.  
5. 
All  at 
reasonable
 totes.
 
101
 
MOTEL
 
'787  s. 
pFirstSrfe.
 s 
(U.S. 
515031  
5.) 
opens
 Tonight
 
THE
 
COFIDENTIAL
 
CLERK
 
a 
comedy
 
by 
T S 
Eliot
 
APRIL  
10, 
11,  
and
 
15 
THROUGH
 
18 
8:15
 p.m. 
COLLEGE
 
THEATRE
 
SturJantt.
 
.50
 
Oeneril
 
$1 Co 
A!!  
%rat.
 
re,tryeei  
Boa
 Office 
Open
 
1-5 
p.m.
 
Daily
 
Williams  
Fellowship  
To Hold 
Banquet  
C. Dwight 
Klinek,
 
executive
 di-
rector 
of
 the United 
Christian
 
centers,  Greater Sacramento area, 
will
 address 
the  
Roger  
Williams
 
Fellowship
 at an 
annual 
spring
 
banquet tonight at
 R. Tickets 
may 
he obtained 
at
 the 
Grace  
Baptist 
Church, 
where the dinner
 will 
he 
held.  
NI.
 
X1
 TIME, 
TRY 
TRAIN 
III.RIIANK  
(UPI) 
Aertess-
Singer 
Connie  
Stevens
 
toppled  
from a mole 
she  
was 
riding  
dur-
ing 
filming
 of a television
 
series  
Wednesday.  hut apparently es-
caped seriotis  injury.  
- - 
BAKMAS 
THE 
HOUSE  OF 
FLOWERS
 
 CORSAGES
  
BOUQUETS
 
CY 
2-0462
  10th & 
Santa Clara
 
'The
 
Greatest'
 
chell 
declared,
 because without
 ; 
get  out: I've only hail one stie cellence 
or 
improvement
 
in
 read -
one, a student 
cannot know if he dent
 drop 
out since I've 
taught ing in oral 
interpretation
 
classes.
 
has projected
 the  author's work.
 it." The type 
of student 
taking
 
At present, there are seven 
be- i 
Reading  
hours are held by 
the, 
this 
tda/Of Is perhaps not 
the  
ginning oral 
interpretation
 
classes members 
of
 oral 
interp  classes
 sev- 
int-rage 
college student. 
Most 
and 
two 
advanced
 groups. 
Each
 
I 
eral
 times
 a semester.
 Each of 
class is limited to between 2(1 
and these
 hours is 
given over 
to 
one 
25 students.
 In recent semesters
 or two 
classes
 to plan
 a theme 
more students
 have expressed
 a 
and  select
 readings about
 that 
desire 
to take 
the course 
than 
theme.  
They  are held 
in
 the Studio 
ever before. 
ITheater 
between  4 
and
 5 p.m.. and 
"It's hard
 to get in oral
 Inter- are 
open to the 
public. 
pretation." Mrs. 
Mitchell
 ad- 
Students  
wh.t,  perform at 
these
 
spitted, "but It's even 
harder to times usually are 
selected  for ex 
CAMPUS
 MEMOS
 
"Focus of the ()Id 
Testament
 
is the 
topic of a "Weekly
 
En-
counter." .Sunday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the First Christian 
Church,
 
Roger Folsom, senior from 
Stanford 
University,
 will lead the 
discussion. 
*  
April 13 
tin, 
in,al day tk,
 
Nut,  
mit lyrics, sonnets, free 
verse 
essays,
 
short 
stories
 or plays to 
the English office, HE26. 
Prizes totaling 
$700 will be 
awarded to 
winners
 
in 
the 
vari-
ous divisions.
 
1 
Complete 
rules and publication
 
A good tan, exercise and a . releases are available in the Eng-
chance to meet people are prom
-I
 
lish office. 
ised by Collegiate
 Christian Fel- 
   
lovvship  
at a bicycle ride 
tornor-
  
Hui-O-Kamaaina,  SJS
 Hawai-
row from 10 a.m.
 to 4 p.m. 
inn club, currently is 
preparine
 
Bikes
 and sack 
lunches  are 
the
 
for
 
"the  
most significant
 luau" 
it 
only
 
requirements for 
the  
trip,
 
ever
 has held, Alvin Chung, 
club
 
Students
 will leave 
from 
the
 
president,  said yesterday.
 
The 
Nfifsic 
Bldg. 
   
Today 
is
 the last day to pre-
' register
 for kindergarten -primary 
event is scheduled
 for May 2. 
Kalua pig. I pig cooked 
under-
ground), is the 
meal of the night 
to be 
followed
 by 
an 
evening
 of 
piano 
examinations.  
? dancing and 
entertainment,  Ha -
Students  wishing 
to
 take
 ex.. 
animations may register
 wit !I 
Miss 
Francis Gulland or 
Mn-.
 
Bethel  Morris 
in TH51. 
Examina-
tions will begin
 Monday. 
*   
El 
Circulo
 Castellano's
 
Escapade" dance and entertain-
ment night 
scheduled
 for 
the.
 
evening in 
the  Student Union
 ha:-
been 
postponed until April 17 
Bob  Willey, 
Spanish  Club 
presi 
dent, said yesterday. 
Willey  
said  the club has 
not  hik I 
sufficient time to make adequatt 
preparations
 for 
the  
dance,
 hit 
added that
 
a 
similar  
program
 wili 
be presented. 
*   
Phelan  
Contest
 
entrants
 
has
 
one week 
left in which to 
In 
manuscripts,
 the English offic) 
announced.
 
waiian
 
 
JoimomoraieNNIN
 
SPECIAL
 SERVICE 
;yrri 
and laundry pined
 
delivered between the r 
6 and 9 
p.m,
 at no 
ost. 
UNCONDITiON
 
ALLY
 
GUAPA'.'EED.
 
CY
 3 7'7'2 
-, 
- 
Ad about our special 
introductory
 
offer!  
GARDEN 
CITY  
CLEANERS 
Quality 
Since 1910 
183-185 E. Santa Clara 
CY 2-7920
 
are 
adults,
 education
 majors. 
-,I'ARTAN DAILY -3 
rriday, 
11),
 1959 
t ND
-RAISING
 
JOB
 
MINEOLA, N.Y. 
il7P1)--When
 
police 
arrested William Obergsell, 
19, on burglary charges, he told 
them he needed the money to pay 
for a lawyer who 
was represent-
ing him in another 
burglary case. 
and 
English 
students.  
Many  
OFFICE HOURS 
drama 
students also 
take the 
Spartan 
Daily  Advertising 
Department 
course 
to
 improve 
their  prowess. 
I:45 p.m.  420
 
pin. 
In short, it's
 a course 
from  
All phone 
calls regarding Display 
which 
anyone  can benefit. 
And 
at Room ifr, Tower 
Hall  ) 
SJS students
 increasingly
 seem to 
Ads
 
should
 be mad
 between  the  
above  
br. finding this 
out. 
(N.B.Place Classified Ads 
Modente  Amity  
Co. 
ANTHONY D 
CAMPAGNA  JR 
 Professional
 Pharmacists 
 Open  'til 
Midnight  
o 
Phone 
CYpress 
3-7500 
SECOND
 AND SANTA 
CLARA STREETS 
HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
 
Wash the easy 
way  and 
save! 
WASH
 20c 
DRY 
10c  
COIN OPERATED 
 SOFT 
WATER 
- 
 
, 
 
,A 
Iv 
us 
AMMISIIMPlee
 
U -DO
-IT LAUNDROMAT 
171
 South 3rd Open 24 hrs. 
They
 sfald  it ctraldr'et
 
et 
be ctiorie,.. 
They 
said
 
noboay
 
could tic) it 
L&M is 
1121C=YAAT 
irt tar 
It 
with,
 
Dort
 
;!;4ettle  for one. wiithout
 the 
other
 
A 
F I 
LT
 LOS
 
USAir  4. MYERS  
TOPACCO
 CI` 
is 
kindest to 
your  
taste."
 
says James 
Arnr;-s.  'There 
arc 
two 
good
 1c.1,  I \I
 
kHOW
 
out 
II
 
like 'elm 
They),
 truly 
1,111,
 in 
tar.
 
With
 
more
 exciting than
 you'll find in any 
other  cigarette.-
 \ LOW 
TAR: IN's 
patented  filtering
 process adds 
extra filter 
fillers
 electro-
, 
,tatically,
 crosswise
 
to the
 stream of 
smoke
 ... makes
 rm truly km: in tar. 
MORE 
TASTE:
 
1.:31.%
 rich 
mistime  of slow 
luiri,01,4 
t,illacco,,
 1 
iri
 
more 
 
 
exciting
 
taste
 than 
any other 
cigarette.
 
4111 
1.IVE 
MODERN...CHANGE
 TO 
MODERN  
01
 
4A1'
 111T tN D %MT 
nlitay.  
April 10, 1939 
  
Vitalized
 
Indians 
Could  Pull 
Upset 
u J
 
ease Slate's undefeated 
freshman
 track 
squad  may. 
according to Coach 
Bert 
Bonanno.
 -Get its 
boot straps
 
shaken" when it journeys to 
Palo 
Alto today 
to face 
the
 
-vastly improved'. Stanford 
yearling
 squad. 
This will 
be
 the teams'
 second 
meeting  this
 year. the 
Spartans  
basing
 earlier 
drubbed  the 
Indians  83'2 - 
47 2 3 
on San Jose 
State's  
home  ground.
 
-Stanford  has 
definitely 
made rapid 
strides since 
we faced 
them 
earlier 
this year,"
 Bonannu
 
cautioned.
 
The  Indians 
have been
 unde-
feated
 in meet
 
competition
 since
 
their first 
unsuccesful 
attempt. 
Reedley
 Junior
 College 
also will 
field  a 
comparatively  
strong
 squad 
to 
narrow the
 locals' 
chances. 
"They are 
strong in 
the same 
events  we are," 
Bonanno 
admit-
ted, "and they 
(Stanford)
 just 
might  sneak 
in."
 
Stanford  will 
pose  a strong 
threat  In the 
distances  with 
Hint  
Max 
well
 
and John Northway 
having run staunch 4:28's
 last 
Week
 
against San 
Mateo  and 
Sacramento Junior 
Colleges.
 
Hick /Lifer 
(8S0 -i:3.1.3), Huss 
Bay 
(9)40-1:36),  
Chris 
Hunger-
land
 (440-49.0). 
Len Bereschini
 
(440-49.4),  and 
Northway again
 
In the 
2-mlie  (9:51), 
makes  the 
Stanford front
 wall a tough bar-
rier
 to top. 
The
 Spartans  are 
comparatively  
Be 
Pew has pushed the 
iron
 
ball
 
weak
 
in the 880 and mile event, 
49-10."
 
but if Ted 
Ragsdale  can whip 
into 
The polevault and 
javelin
 
his early sea:ion form  (mile
-4:231
 
events seemed somewhat
 secure and Mike Morse (880-2:00.1) and 
with 
Dick 
Webster (13-01 
and
 
Ted  Engdahl 
880-2:01.6) can 
Mike [atone 
112-6)
 entered in 
the
 
shave  a 
few seconds 
off their 
best 
vault
 event
 and Dietmar 
De-  
times,  San Jose 
State  could 
mus-
meter 1180 -ft.) 
hurling
 the 
spear
 
ter
 strength to balance fine sprint' 
for 
the Spartans.
 
and Field 
prospects. 
Fresh Field Entries 
Anchored
 by shotputter 
John 
Sutrow 
and discus
-heaving  
Ed 
Burke, the San Jose State yearling 
track 
squad  will he 
facing
 a 
"real 
tough"
 Stanford field entry 
today at 
Stanford.  
Burke 1146-6,i
 I will be match-
ing throws with Don
 Bell 1Aho
 hit 
156-0  last week. In 
the  highjump 
event in 
the  
Spartans
 will be the 
underdog  
with  Art Dalbey (6-21 
and 
Vance Barnes 
(6-5).
 jumping 
against 
Stanford's  MarLand 
Wall-
ing 16-51, 
and  Reedtey's lioegb 
16-34s
 
i
 
Bnciadjump 
chores for 
SJS  will 
be handled
 by Ed Marcus, who 
also hurdles (15.1 
and 25.40. Mar-
cus's
 best of 
21-51)
 will be 
under 
fire from 
Stanford's  Dan ?door*  
who has hopped 22-4. 
A 
hot  battle looms in the shot-
put event when Sutrow arid Reed-
ley's Dick Be Pew hook up. Su
-
how has a 
hest  of 49-1114 and 
1 HOUSE
 of NOVELTIES 
Jokes  Gifts 
Studio Cards 
Magic
  Make Up 
115 S. FIRST 
ST.  
Something
 New 
For San Jose 
MORCOM'S  
 
hatStop
 
wended",
 
w  to do 
wheze to got 
Roller 
skating
 in 
thrulinq  
tn 
clean 'pc:land
 
swell
 
iscfeCtURR\
 
SKATE ARENA
 
1525 
ALMADEN 
RD.  
1-lewa..an  C,,rder;)
 
CYprew 2-2411 
Sprint
 chores will be handled 
by 100 -yard dash men 
Willie 
"Whip" Williams (9.6), Jim 
Firmons 
(9.7)  and first time out 
Jack
 Edwards. Williams 
will  
double In the 220
 (20.7), along 
with !lemons (21.0), backed by 
Tim "Tara" Curtis 
(21.1). 
Stanford 
and  Reedley hardly fig-
ure to 
unseat  the flock of fine 
sprinters the Spartans have en-
tered 
but  Larry Fischer 1100-9.8, 
220-22.01
 of Stanford and Rodarte 
.,f Reedley (9.8) could push the 
OVERHAUL 
SPECIALS 
 Auto Trans. $35 and up 
all make: 
 Valve 
Jobs $15 and 
up 
Special 
Rates  
For Students 
with A.S.B.
 Cords 
FRED & JOHN'S 
GARAGE
 
1557
 S. 
1st St. CY 54559
 
SAN 
JOSE'S 
POPULAR  
a 
DOWNTOWN  
HOTEL  
for  
COMFORT  
 
CONVENtENCI
 
 
FRIENDLY  
SERV1C1
 
 
MODERATE
 RATES
 
From
 
$4.50
 to S1..00
 
Drire.in
 
Gorses
 
FREE 
OVERNIGHT  
PARKING  
Ralph 0. Caldwell,
 
MANN,
 
CYpress 4.9404 
fIRF
 PROOF 
CONSTRUCi.0%
 
If 
LIWISION  
RANOUEI 
ROOM, 
COrFIF SHOP 
FOUNIAn,..
 
MONTGOMERY
 
HOTEL  
Sbuth 
First 
Sr. 
or 
San Artonio 
Son 
Jose,
 Colifornic. 
Spartafoto  
BEAR 
STOPPERJon
 
Holmquist,  
junior  
transfer
 from 
Modesto 
Junior  
College,  
will start
 on 
the  
mound
 
tonight
 
against
 
Cal.
 
Game
 time is 
7:30  
p.m. at Municipal
 
Stadium.  
Holmquist 
has 
appeared 
in three 
games 
this
 season 
and has 
a 2-0 
record.
 He 
notched
 
victories
 over COP 
and  
USF  
Bears
 Here 
Under  
Arcs
 
Cal Beals 
will provide 
the op-
position
 for Coach
 Ed Sohzak's
 
revamped  
baseballers
 tonight 
I, 
Municipal 
Stadium.  Game 
time 1,-
7:30.
 
Sobs -gait bad 
nothing  
but 
words of 
praise  for his 
diamond -
men, following 
the Spartans 7-2 
upset  win over 
Santa ('tars 
Tuesday night.
 The Broncos,  
prior 
to
 this 
game, had 
complied  
a 
12-0 season record
 and held a 
5-0 record in 
the 
West Coast 
Athletic 
Conference.
 
Sobczak 
named  righthander 
Jon I 
Holmquist as 
his starting pitcher
 
against the Bears.
 Holmquist 
holds a 2-0 
season  record thus 
far.,  
The baseball mentor stated 
heII
 
add go with 
the  starting line-
up that beat 
Santa ClaraTed 
, 
Coutts,
 catcher; Jim Semiedt, first 
base; Bobby Krail, 
second
 base; 
Jim  Long, third base; Doug 
Mc-
' Chesney, shortstop; Al Pimentel,
 I 
left field; Jim Pusateri, center 
field; and Emmett Lee, right field.
 
Saturday afternoon the Spar-
tans will meet 
the Air Force , 
, Academy from 
Denver. Colo. 
at Municipal Stadium at 2 
p.m. 
According to 
reports,  this will 
be the only game the 
Air  Force 
, 
will play on the Pacific 
Coast. The 
! game 
was  arranged by Ed 
Sob-;
 
cask 
with  Windy Lawrence, Fal-
con coach. Lawrence 
and  Sobczak 
were teammates when the 
two ; 
; starred for Michigan State lint-
crsity
 nine,  
of which Philadel-
phia Phillie ace pitcher Robin 
P.,berts
 
was also a member. 
GRADUATES
 
MOTEL 
CAPRI 
2465 EL CAMINO
 REAL 
 
20 New Luxury Rooms 
 Free TV -21 -in. 
 Kitchenettes 
 Suites 
 Heated Swimming Pool 
Make  
rer_ervation.,
 for
 your 
lk 
early 
for graduation. 
Call
 CH 3-8173 
Sizzling  
PIZZA
 
-Orders
 to 
take
 
out"  
Spaghetti   Ravioli
  Our 
Specialty  
' The aroma
 from our
 genuine 
Italian Kitchen will really send
 you" 
Open 
4 
per,
 to 3 am. 
Se Sun. 
12 noon to 3  m 
4,
 
COLLEGE
 BOWL 
354 E. Santa Clara 
CT 
7-9961  
DANCING
 
Every 
Fri. & Sat. Eves.
 
featuring  
"TOP HITS 
TRIO"  t 
°rA 
*up #04t 
r 
246 
WEST  
SANTA CLARA ST. 
Sober-ak 
received  word
 Tues-
day that catcher
 Don Chris-
tiansen had contracted the flti 
ifi would 
be out of 
the  lineup 
tar approximately  
one week. 
Christiansen was laid up with 
a bruised 
elbow when he W114 
struck by a 
basehall during 
batting 
practice. 
LINE 
SHOTS--Lefthander
 
Dick,
 
Holden holds the top mark among 
the pitchers with a 3-1 record 
. . . 
Fresno
 State will meet 
SJS  
Tuesday in a day -time double-
header . . . the Bulldogs 
haSre a 
season record of 17-6 . . 
. only' 
WCAC  game for the Spartans 
next 
week will 
be against
 
1.18F
 
here, Friday, at 7:30 p.m.': , 
third baseman Jim Long has pro-
ided  some scintillating stops for 
the paid customers this season. 
The latest 
was against Santa 
Clara when 
the  slightly-huilt
 Spar-
tan
 dove to his right to spear a 
hard hit ball and 
recovered his  
balance to throw
 the 
Bronco
 
out 
hy 23 feet. 
11.3. 
 
PATRONIZE
 
OUR
 ADVERTISERS 
LUBE JOB! 
only
 
$1.50
 
wPth  4 
SI
 Card 
en 
SUN.,  MON. & TUES. 
Lowest Gas Prices 
sbH 
GRETN STAMPS 
HERB'S WILSHIRE 
SERVICE 
N. Fourth St. and St John 
Washington
 
golf
 
course
 at 
Fresno.
 
A 
really  big 
show
 . 
. . 
in' 
I 
FSC
 
won 
the  
Northern
 Call -
store
 for 
SJS 
sports  
enthusiasts
 
fornia
 
Intercollegiate
 
champion
-
as 
the  
opening  
round  
of
 
the  
1959
 
I 
ship
 
last
 
month
 and
 
features
 
Joel  
national
 
Amateur
 
Athletic
 
Union  
Spinola
 
the  
tournament 
titlist.
 
Judo
 
championships
 
gets
 
under  
way 
today  at 1 
p.m.
 in 
the
 
Spar-  
=
tan  
Gym.
 
Opening  
ceremonies,  
a hand. 
judo  form 
Instruction  
and a run-
ning
 commentary or 
the 
match-
es by 
SJS' Jack 
Norton  
will  
highlight the tourney. 
Three 1958 
AA1.1 
champions
 
will  
be on hand to defend 
their 
crowns.
 
They are Sumikichi
 
Nozakl 
130  
pounder from 
Los Angeles,
 
Otto
 
Chunk°  of 
Chciago  
the 
150 
lb 
titlist
 and 
Grand 
Tournament
 
Champion George 
Harris.  
Travis
 t 
Air Force
 Buse. 
Last year's team 
champions.  
the 
Southern
 
California
 
All. 
Stars,
 and 
a talent
-laden All
-
Air Forte squad 
appear
 
to 
be 
the teams
 to beat, 
In the 
opin-
ion 
of 
lush Uchida,
 SJIS 
Judo 
Instructor and this
 year's 
tourn-
ament 
director.
 
Tickets may be 
purchased
 
ill 
the 
office 
at the 
Men's 
Gym.  
Prices are 
$1 for one 
day and $2 
for
 the 
two-day  
performance.
 
Judo
 
Meet
 
Undefeated
 
Golfers
 
Face
 
FSC,  
USc
 
Under
 
Way
 
Two 
top 
teams,
 
Fresno 
State
 
AmlalekningGiethbee
 
Southern
 
California
 
will  
test 
the
 a USC 
aggregation
 
which
 
slt,l 
College
 
and  
the
 
University
 
of
 !tonal
 
junior
 
golf  
chatripia
 
rgtip
 
for
 
the 
Spar, 
undefeated
 
Spartan
 
golfers
   to.t
 
crownPKt
 aaonchi:.iwc
 
CoastDi:entb  
nyearjape.akelmoine.tfri.ee.
 
ere:::er%Rina
 
1.11
 eeyt.  
Here
 
Today
 
morrow
 
morning
 
on 
the 
For  
Linn 
Dunaway
 
and
 
an
 
(Meters's.
 
ined 
sixth  
man.
 
For
 
the 
Fellow or 
Gal  
on 
the 
Here's
 
the  Thing to 
Keep
 in 
the
 
Groosel
 
Get
 a 
like
 
at 
'DESIMONE'S
 
Schwinn   
Raleigh
 
 
Steyr
 
Sales   
Service
 
New
 
and  
Used
 
Bicycles
 
72 60.  SECOND
 
SAN
 
JOSP
 
I 
CAN'T 
RESIST 
ROBERTS  
BOOKS!
 
Quit
 running 
yourself 
ragged.
 Pace 
your  edu-
cation 
at Roberts Book. 
Visit
 us today. 
ROBERTS BOOKS 
125 S. FOURTH ST. 
AA. 
Foghsi.
 
POLICE
 
sT4
 
re
 
Thmi,fish.
 
COPITALISM
 
ingirsh
 
DANCING
 
STEEF?
 
LA
 
COCINA
 
The flavor
 of 
Old 
Mexico
 captured
 
in sea-
soned 
soups,  
meats,
 wealth
 
of
 Spanish
 
rice 
and 
beans,  
enchiladas,
 
tacos,  and other Meni
 
can 
dishes
 that
 are our
 specialty.
 
10% 
Discount  
for Student Body 
Located
 at 131 
W.
 Santa Clara
 
Near the Mercury 
41, 
English: 
SLOW-WITTED
 
BASEBALL
 
PLAYER
 
ThinAlish
 
translation:
 The 
guys 
who  
patrol  the
 fences
 on 
this  
man's  
team
 
include  
a 
slugger
 
(cloutfielder),
 a 
braggart
 
(shoutfielder)
 
and  a 
sorehead
 
( 
poutfielder)reading
 
from  
left 
field 
to right.
 The 
clod  in 
questiona
 
loutfielderrarely
 
breaks
 
into 
the 
line-up. He thinks 
RBI is the second 
line
 
of
 an 
eye 
chart.
 But 
he's 
no
 doubtfielder when 
it 
comes  
to 
smoking.  
He 
goes
 
all out 
for 
the  
honest  taste of fine 
tobacco
 
..,  the
 
unforgettable
 
taste
 of 
a 
Lucky  
Strike!
 
Thinklithi
 
BULLERINA
 
JOlin
 
,lOrr..
 
114P
 
_ 
IGARETTES
 
HOW
 
TO
 
MAKE
 *2 5 
Take
 a 
wordinstitution,
 for
 
example.
 
With
 it,
 
you  
can
 make an 
aquarium
 
(fi4stitutionl,
 a 
bowling
 
alley 
(pinstilu-
tion),
 
a 
fireworks
 
factory
 
(dinstitution
 
or 
a 
saloon  
(ginstitution).
 
That's  
Think-
lishand
 
it's 
that
 easy! We're  
paying
 
$25 
for 
the
 
Thinklish
 words 
judged
 
best
 
your 
check's
 
itching
 to go! 
Send
 
your
 
words
 
to 
Lucky  
Strike, Box 
67A,
 
Mt.  
Vernon,
 
N.Y.
 
Enclose
 your 
name,
 
ad-
dress,
 
univer,:ily  
and 
class.  
Get  
the 
genuine
 
article
 
Get
 
the
 
honest
 
taste 
of
 
a 
LUCKY
 
STRIKE
 
STINGING
 
VEIN
 
' 
COED
 
BULL 
SESSION
 
Ihinkfish
 
SMARTIERY
 
Tiunklish:
 
FEMINAn
 
ANIMONV
 
NOur(r,
 
, 
:TM
 
r,,tL  
Prirrtr
 
POPPIL,
 
P 
r 
I 
'red"'ei
 
.14.141",ian
 
1:14ineo-Curaty
 
--",2learenan
 
nu'
 
mobil,
 
nom
 
Innemisr 
;C 
funnel.
 
na.
 
nploli lead, 
ICh
 
W00
 
the
 
fence
 
golf
 
 
the
 
Spar.
 
('ti,
 
Ron
 
Ginn.
 
undoterrr
 
vioye
arooyel
 
Stet,
 
es
 
I 
JOSE
 
ea-
fce 
e 
3 
3-9864
 
a 
IC 
II/3e
 
'port 
o 
riest
 
o 
c. 
have
 a 
fairly
 
solid 
football  
squad 
here last
 year.
 
If the 
same
 ' 
lub
 
had  
been
 a 
losing
 team 
would the
 fans have 
supported
 the 
earn.
 
We
 
hardly  think  
so. 
 
This 
is 
not  
meant to cast 
any ill 
reflections
 on the 
coaches-1:vho
 
dl o 
everything
 in 
their
 power to bring top 
notch football
 to 
SJS. 
It's 
the  
fans 
who
 do little for the success 
of sports activities
 on 
hhis  
campus.
 
its  judo tourney at the Spartan Gym. 
This
 
subject  
of support does
 not
 only apply to 
the 
grid
 game 
but
 
also
 
lies 
in support of other sports 
on this 
campus. For a 
ool 
with
 
an 
enrollment  
of some 11,000
-plus, 
attendance
 at 
sports  
unctions
 
has 
been
 outrageous. 
Until  
the
 students drop 
this complacent 
attitude
 big time sports 
ill 
not  
function
 with
 small college thinking. 
Let's
 
try 
this weekend when the national 
Amateur Athletic
 
Won
 
holds
  
. 
pew
 
SLATE  
MAYFAIR
 
CV 
8 4 0 5 
15TI4.LI.SAITACLARA
 
WILL GET 
YOU  THE 
GREATEST  SHOW IN 
A 
LONG, LONG 
TIMi!  
ACADEMY AWARD! 
DAVID  NIVEN 
5,0 Male 
Actor  
and 
WINDY  HILLER 
Best Supporting Actress 
In 
"My 
love was
 
desperate
 
my
 
,craving
 violent 
she 
excited 
me 
whenever
 she 
walked
 into
 a 
room' 
10-
9\k  
ro 
SEPAPA
 
PLUS
 
ONE 
GAVE
 
HER
 
EVERYTHING
 
A 
WOMAN
 
COULD
 
WANT...
 
ONE 
TOOK
 
EVERYTHING
 
A 
WOMAN
 
COULD
 
GIVE! 
hi 
flANK
 
MS
 
Now 
"10 
Go 
Forth  
term is. 
UltatiMISISilt
 
  * 
Ron Nichols
 
and Nick 
Akana,  
NCAA boxing champs 
in the 119 
lb. and 132 lb. divisions respective-
ly have turned down the oppor-
tunity to participate in the Pan 
American games later this month. 
All national 
boxing
 champions 
have the opportunity to partici-
pate in the 
Pan  American Games 
if they wish. Nichols and Akana
 
considered
 academic 
work  would 
occupy 
the  majority of their time. 
STONE'S  THROW 
HARTFORD,  Conn. (UPI)  
Eva is a rolling 
Stone. 
Miss Eva Stone is 
one  of the 
!op 
bowlers  
in the 
Laurel Worn -
en's 
League.  
SPARTAN
 
DRIVE-IN  
"SEPARATE  
TABLES"  
Starring-
 Academy 
Award  Wrnners
 
David
 
Niyen, Wendy Hiller
 
 and 
 
"THE 
LAST 
HURRAH"
 . 
';rencer
 Tri 
EL 
RANCHO  
DRIVE-IN  
'Up 
Periscope'
 
James
 Garner, 
Edmond
 
0 
Brian
 
'Remarkable  
Mr. Pennypacker'
 
r 
W,F.b  
NOW 
PLAYING 
AT 
. . . 
THE  
STUDIO
 
"NIGHT
 
OF 
THE 
QUARTER
 
MOON"  
Julie
 London 
John
 
Drew
 Barrymore 
 and  
"NOWHERE
 
TO 
GO"  
George
 
Nader  
By 
Harvey
 Johnson
 
...  
Sports
 
Editor
 
sports
 
scribe%
 
have
 
gone  
out  
on
 the
 limb
 
and  
predicted
 
that  
the 
Francisco
 
Giants  will finish 
on top of 
the 
National
 
League
 
when  
sal 
tabulations
 
appear in late 
September.
 
The  
Giants,
 
though
 
have
 
definitely
 
been 
improved
 
in their 
pitching
 
department,
 
iII
 
have
 
to 
count  on the 
production
 
of the 
rookies
 
which
 per -
so 
well
 
for 
them 
last
 year. 
orlando
 
Cepeda,
 Jim Davenport,
 
Bob  
Schmidt,
 
Mike  
McCor-
lick
 
and
 
the  
many
 
other  Giant 
"bushers"
 
last
 
year 
all 
will  
be 
sub-
oct to 
the
 
much
 
publicized 
Sophomore
 
Jinx. 
The
 
Braves
 
Swill
 again be the 
powerhouse
 
of
 the
 
senior  
league. 
iough 
they
 
appear
 
to be weak 
at 
second
 
base,  the 
acquisition
 
of 
ohnny
 
O'Brien
 
will  help 
to 
remedy
 this 
insignificant
 point. 
Ives
 covington
 and  
Bill 
Bruton
 are 
reputed 
lip 
have  
sore
 legs; 
owevcr,
 
the
 
Braves  
operated 
relatively
 
well  
last 
year 
without
 the 
enices
 
of 
these  
two 
stars in the 
lineup
 
every  day. 
As 
for
 
the
 
rest 
of the 
league,
 it 
appears
 
to be 
a dog
-eat 
dog sea
-
The 
only  
position  
which 
appears
 
to
 be 
fixed
 is 
that 
Philadel-
hia
 
Phillies
 
will  
end 
up
 in the 
basement.
 
The
 
trade
 
which
 sent 
Bill  White  
of 
the Giants to 
the 
Cardinals
 
greatly
 
help
 
the 
Redbirds.
 
Stan 
"The 
Man"
 
Musial
 
can 
now be 
hilted
 
to 
the  
outfield.
 
White  could very 
well  
become
 the 
National 
lgue
 
Rookie
 
of
 the 
Year.  
 *  
Operation
 2
-Mile  
Tomorrow
 
at
 1:30
 
Tomorrow's
 
varsity
 
meet at 1:30 against the Armed 
Forces
 
and  
Santa 
Clara
 
Youth Village will be "Operation 
Two
-Mile  Relay," 
as 
Coach
 Bud 
Winter
 pulls out 
all the 
stops
 
in 
testing his
 
longer
 
distance  
men  in the 880 and mile. 
Winter
 is in 
the 
process
 
of 
building  a strong 
two-mile
 
entry
 
for  the
 
upcoming
 West Coast 
Belays  and would 
like 
four
 strong 
sub
-1:55 
men.  "I plan to run 
both
 Sam 
Holt
 
and Frank 
Wulftange
 in the 880 
to see what they can do," Winter 
said. Wesley Bond, the Spartan 
two mile 
standby,  will see action 
at Spartan Stadium in the mile 
event in another tactical move. 
DR. 
CHARLES  L. 
WALKER 
. . . 
takes  leave 
of
 absence 
since
 
spring
 
football
 
practices have 
brought
 the 
pigskin
 game 
ck 
into
 
the 
picture
 
the subject 
of
 San Jose 
State  
turning  
big 
time 
Dr.  
Walker
 
Wins  
oil
 
once
 
again  
pop 
into the picture.   
An
 
aire 
of 
complacency
 
hovers  
over San Jesse 
State  
like 
a dirty 
lack
 
cloud.
 
Going
 big time means 
more  
than
 
just
 
supporting  the 
Exchange
 Grant 
ootball
 
squad  
and 
spurring them
 on to victory. We 
were 
fortunate
 
Dr.
 Charles
 L. 
Walker,  
San  
Jose
 State 
water 
polo  coach
 and 
long-time  
swimming
 
mentor,
 has 
taken 
a sabatical
 leave 
this 
spring.  
Dr.  
Walker
 has
 planned
 a 
tour 
of Europe 
and Africa.
 
He has
 been 
awarded  a 
cultural 
exchange
 grant
 under 
the Inter-
national  
Educational  
Exchange
 
Program
 of 
the  State 
Department
 
and will 
conduct 
swimming
 pro-
grams
 in 
Mozambique,
 Union 
of 
South
 Africa, 
Egypt 
and  Greece
 
this
 spring and 
early  summer. 
Golf
 
Receives
 
Boost
 
at 
FSC
 
FRESNO  
(UPDFresno
 State
 
College.  producer
 of a 
current
 fol-
low 
the sun pro and 
a few top 
amateurs,  
hopes to 
remove  from 
golf the 
stigma  of minor 
sport 
and 
perpetuate  its 
class  of hot 
swingers.  
"We've
 been lucky
 in having 
good 
golf teams in 
recent  
years  
without much effort,"
 says Ath-
letic 
Director Hal Beatty. 
"We've
 
had little to 
offer the student 
golfers except
 a good coach in 
Larry Pape." 
Fearing the "lucky" 
streak was 
nearing 
an end. Beatty and 
Pape 
, put their heads together and de-
vised a campaign
 to line up fi-
nancial sponsors. 
Letters were sent 
to prominent 
members
 of each of 
Fresno's  golf clubs for assistance. 
' "We want to get a 
Scholarship 
Committee formed of about 15 
members," says Beatty. "Prelim-
inary  interest in the idea is fav-
orable so far." 
Money raised by the 
committ 
would be 
administered similar to 
, the Bulldog Foundation's program 
for the college's major sports. 
Pape has
 had inquiries from 
shopping
 
prep stars from Canada, 
Texas and parts of California. A 
couple of scholarships financed 
through 
the  committee would en-
able Pape to remove their letters 
' 
from the dead spike. 
, Realty points out 
golf subsidies 
at 
many  
large 
schools
 are 
written  
into the sports budget.
 
Fresno's
 
present
 outlay has been a small 
monthly 
bill for junior dues 
charged by one of the local clubs 
for
 
playing
 
privileges  for the team. 
Fresno  was the 
breeding
 ground 
for 
young John
 McMullin who  is 
in his 
second
 year on the 
pro tour. 
He has 
pocketed  
more  than $15,-
000 
in
 official 
winning, 
-  
FOOL
 
YOUR
 
FRIENDS!
 
Have
 
your  
face
 
exposed
 
at 
Alley
 
Barber
 
no 
intro  
charge
 
for  
crew  
cuts
 
with 
A.S.B.
 Card 
$1.25 
Without
 
$1.50 
ALLEY
 
BARBER
 
123  
SOUTH
 
FOURTH
 
Jerry Howell.  if ready, will 
move to the mile and Carl Ma-
loney will go either in the mile 
or remain in his favorite 880 
heat. Fort Ord, Alameda Naval
 
Air and Moffett
 Field
 will 
com-
prise the service 
entries Satur-
day and Santa Clara
 Youth Vil-
lage will be on hand 
with fine 
distance men, sprinters and field 
event 
men. 
Absent from Saturday's meet 
will be three of the world's great-
est legmen. Rapid Ray Norton, co -
record  holder in the 100-yard dash, 
will be watching tomorrow's meet 
from the sidelines, still recovering 
from the virus bug. Lazio Tabori, 
Hungarian  miler, and Nandor 
Krause, 
two  miler, 
will
 miss to-
morrow's test as they prep at 
home in an attempt to 
better the 
world's two-mile 
relay record in 
the upcoming 
relays.  
Bullet Bob Poynter 
and Bob 
Brooks will be looking for 
com-
petition in the 100 
and  SCYV's 
Al Kellogg (9.8)
 and Carl %VII -
llama (10.1) will furnish the 
major threat. In the 220 the 
same entrants will oppose each 
other.
 
Art Hiatt will be Santa 
Clara's
 
entry in the 440 and 
Chuck  Mc-
Niff, Bob Myers and Chuck Mc -
Niel will go for the Spartans. This, 
however, is just assumption for, as 
the coach 
indicated,
 "I may just 
put my 440 men in the 880." 
A 
return
 duel between the lo-
cals' Kent Herkenrath and 
Micky
 Machamer (unattached) 
will feature the hurdle 
pents.
 
In the lip -opener this season 
at
 
Spartan Stadium
 Herkenra t h 
beat the 
latter  by an eyelash 
and 
Machamer  will be 
gunning  
for revenge. 
A new track
 record In the high 
jump 
could  result from the "big 
three" battle in 
that  event by 
SCYV's  Herrn Wyatt
 and 
Berthl
 
Holmgren against SJS's 
Errol 
Williams. Winter pointed 
out that 
the 
jump has just been groomed
 
and "a record 
is not unlikely,"
 as 
all three 
are quite familiar with 
the Spartan 
oval. 
ISIRMESSONSik 
BOB BROOKS 
. . Norton, Poynter, and me 
Swimmers  
Face  
Top Foe 
Tomorrow 
An
 Arden hills squad,
 featuring 
no less than four ex -Pacific Coast 
champions will 
provide the op-
position
 for the Spartan swimmers 
Saturday at Sacramento. 
The SJS 
mermen,  fresh. from 
Wednesday's 58-28 victory over 
the Cal Aggies will be facing a 
squad of definitely higher caliber 
in Arden 
Hills.
 
Against 
the  Aggies, team cap-
tain Dale Anderson
 
led  
the  
way 
with first place finishes in the 5,, 
and 100 yard 
free  style races. 
Friday, 
April  10, 1959 
Nats, Redlegs
 
Grab
 Openers 
for the beachsee these 
B.V.D. 
Trunks 
"Com as in 
and brews." 
reversible
 Swim 
only  
$2.95
 
and $3.95 
This is truly 
the latest styles 
available anywhere.
 
SPARTAN 
DAILY  --A 
Cal
 Here 
Tomorrow
 
San Jose 
frosh 
baseballers
 will 
meet  the.
 
University
 
of 
California  
freshmen 
tomorrow  
In
 Municipal
 
stadium.  Gametime
 
is 
11 a.m. 
The  game will be a 
preliminary
 
Washington's
 
Senators
 and 
Cin-
 
to the 
varsity game 
against
 
Air 
cinnati's 
Reds 
captured the 
open':
 
Force Academy at 2 p.m. 
ing 
games  in 
their
 respettie  
Ic 
goes 
yesterday as 
the 1959 ba,, 
- 
ball season 
officially  opened.
 
Line Scores: 
Baltimore 
3 
Washington  
Hershman,  Wilhelm (SI, E. 
Johnson 
(8) and 
Triendos;
 Runes nd 
Fitzger-
ald; LPHershmen. Ber 
foie, 
Triandos.  
Pittsburgh
 
Cincinnati  
000 000 
002-2 
7 
100 401 
12,--9  14 
001  
000000I 6 
0 
000 220 
00s-4 8 
0 
Kline, R. 6. Smith (6), 
Porterfield  
(8)
 
and 
Foiles;
 
Purkey 
and 
Bailey.
 LP
Kline. HRRobinson. 
England's  Finest 
THE RALEIGH 
Bicycles
 
Come
 in for a 
sample
 ride. 
PAUL'S 
CYCLES 
1435 The 
AlamedaCY 
3-9766 
New 
... 
Just
 
Arrived
 In 
Time
 
'1)t 
, 
Also see our new
 selection of 
CABANA SETS from $7.95 
119 South First Street 
Open Thurs. 
tll 9 p.m. 
Student Accts. 
Invited
 
CONGRATULATIONS!
 
Congratulations are 
certainly in  order 
+o Julie 
Menendez
 
and 
his entire box-
ing team for 
bringing home
 their 
second successive 
NCAA Crown from 
Reno Saturday 
night. 
GOLDEN STATE 
COMPANY 
"STRONG"   
Just how
 strong 
is strong? Coach
 
Bud 
Winters
 track 
team seems to be 
the answer for 
STRONG. The 
Spartan track
 team, 
by 
defeating  Cali-
fornia last Saturday, 
has now won 
straight dual meets. 
Lloyd
 (Bud) Winter
 
Featuring 
Charcoal Broiled Steaks and Prime Ribs 
1401 SO. FIRST
 at ALMA 
COME
 
ON 
IN 
! 
It's Your 
Chevrolet  
Dealer's  2nd 
Annual
 
SPRING 
SALES 1 
SPECTACULAR
 
SPECTACULAR
 DEALS  
NOW! 
SPECTACULAR SELECTION NOW! 
FAST 
APPRAISAL AND 
DELIVERY  
NOW!  
TRADE
 AND SAVE NOW! 
The happiest part of the Sales
 Spectacular is the kind 
of 
car  
your
 money
 buys. 
Every 
Chevysedan,
 sport 
model, wagonshares
 a lean and lively Slimline look. 
with 
plenty  of room and a ride that's right for the 
roads 
you 
drive.  
Come  in and take a 
close 
look at 
all of Chevrolet's
 features, right away. 
The 
Be! Air 2 -Door Sedanunmistakably
 
'59 in 
every  
modern
 
come in and pick your 
favorite
 
Chevy 
BrOoloo.  ood 4 Door %.5 
t go n 
tillawank*** 
The 
sporty  imr.ila Con% cr 
The 
1959 impala Sport Coupe 
Save
 on this 
El Carnino.
 too. 
The 
ear 
?hare 
wanted
 
for 
all
 
it. worth. 
For a 
"Spring
 Sales 
Spectacular''
 
deal see 
your local 
authorized
 
Chevrolet
 
dealer!
 
st-AP.4.111TAT.
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Takes Honors 
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I he 
E Feminine Touch 
By JOYCE 
FLORES
 
Women's
 
Editor
 
The dinner season is 
upon  us. What with Dead-
line Dinners,
 Recognition Banquets, officer installa-
tion suppers and sundry 
similar
 events, Spartans 
are feeling quite native in bib and tucker. 
However, dining socially has its problems of 
etiquette. 
What, for
 instance, do you do when confronted 
with food that Just doesn't 
take
 to knife and furk7 
Fried chicken is a classic example. 
Many agree that the hands 
may  
be used to take up the 
more  stub-
born piece's, like drumsticks. But 
this can get a bit awkward. 
It may seem degrading, 
attired 
In fashionable clothes, looking the 
epitome of civilized man,
 and then 
to take up a meat -laden bone, cave -
Hiss Flores man style. Besides, this can lead to 
sticky fingers. Finger 
howls  are not provided at 
most SJS 
banquets.  
Remember, work inward with the silverware, 
use your
 tongue, instead of your arms (but my 
arms are longer!) and,
 above all, enjoy yourself. 
In 4-H 
Activities:
 
Gets Diamond Star 
5 
= 
Janice Cords, sophomore busi-
ness major, recently was 
awarded  
Be sure and 
check our 
party and 
club
 
discounts
 
that are 
available 
FIFTH 
AND  SANTA CLARA 
BUNGALOW 
FOUNTAIN & BAKERY 
Breakfast  and Lunch 
SPARTAN
 SPECIAL
 
Steak & Eggs  
95c 
Fot.ntaln open 7 days a
 
week 
6:30 to 3 
Corner of 9TH & WILLIAMS 
CAMPUS LAUNDERETTE 
Qualify Work 
for Lower Prices 
3 -hr. Laundry Service 
1 -Day Cleaning Service 
402 S. 3rd 
I 
RENT A TYPEWRITER 
Special Student Rate 
3 MONTHS $15 
KENNEDY BUSINESS
 MACHINES 
96 E. San Fernando CV
 
2-7501 
K B M 
-ad\ 
LICURSI'S 
HAIR 
CUTS
 
THE BEST 
FOR LESS! 
ADULTS $1.50 
Under 12-$1.25 
Daily
 11-7 
Sunday 5.12 
ANY CUTS 
421 EAST
 SANTA CLARA 
C P & Q 
SERVICE  
STATION  
Premuirn 
Gas and Oil at Lowest 
of Prices! 
Save
 Through Our Membership! 
13th and 
Julian 
Sts. 
A & M. 
AUTO
 REPAIR
 
STUDENT RATES 
456 E. 
San  Salvador 
CYpress  
2-4247  
FAIRGROUNDS  
FAIRWAYS 
Golf
 Driving
 Range
 
SPECIAL
 STUDENT
 RATE 
35; bucket
 with ASB Card 
S. 
10th  & 
Tully  Road 
EUROPE
 
Dublin  to the 
Iron Curtain: 
Africa 
to 
Sweden. 
You're  
accompanied  
-sof 
herded.
 College
 
age 
only.  
Also 
short 
trips. 
EUROPE
 SUMMER
 TOURS
 
25E  
Sequoia
 
E-Pesana-eTi
 
CLASSIFIEDS
 
Classified
 Rates: 
25c  
has
 first 
insertion 
20c a line
 
succeeding
 insertions 
2
 
line minimum. 
To Place
 an Ad: 
Coll 
at
 
Student
 Affairs 
Office,  
Room 
16, Tower 
Hall  
No Phone Orders 
FOR RENT 
Pure. I
 
6 2 bdrrn. apt. $32.50 
ea.
 
Call  
CV
 
2.5449
 or
 
CV 2.3385 after
 
$ 
4.rm. fern. apt, $100. 
Suitable  
for
 1 or 
3 
adults.
 
Estre nice.
 See to appreciate. 
276 No. 
3rd,  Apt. A. 
Men  students, 
s;n1le
 or double rms.
 
Kit. priv. 
52 5. 10th,
 
CV 2-1506. 
Now 
accepting res for fell
 sew, 2.bdrm. 
apts. suitable
 for 4. $160 
mo.  
Call
 CV 
7.2192
 or apply Mgr., apt. 
no. 1, 
571 
S. 
7th 
St. 
Accepting res. for summer. June
 IS. 
Sap'. IS.
 2.bdrtn. apes. $160 per 
apt. 
Sntable for 4 parsons. CV 7.1192,
 
apt.  
No  
I.
 571
 
S.
 7th. 
Attractive 
funs. 
large  opt. 4 
students.  
Co , 
$1750 ea. 
AX 6-3490.  
Fare. studios
-all  elec. new. 
$75 and up. 
bdrm. apt. 
617 
S. 
9th. 
Girl
 to 
share 
apt  
w1$1,  
same.
 
CV 2 2703 
after 5 p.m.,
 near 
school.
 
FOR SALE 
MGA '57, R&H,
 wire
 
whls. 
Gd.
 road. 
New 
brakes.  Call 
CV 4.9232 
after 5. 
'57 
Eng. Ford 
Anglia.
 Gd. cond and 
e 
$950. CL 
8.9437,  eves. 
'52 Ford 
2.11r.  good cond. 
$299,
 CV 
7.7303
 
'54 
Ford  
Fairless*.  
Fordo T tires,  
Cal,
 
party
 
CV
 
3.9978. 
$1315.
 102 S. 
14th 
52
 Chev. deli...)
 2 
' "4  Race St. Cal, anytime. 
'5I Chevy
 Club Cpe. 
Gd. 
condition.
 
the 9-H Diamond Star, highest 
honor bestowed by the 
organiza-
tion,
 
Janice will join 
the other three 
recipients from California 
in re-
presenting the 
state at the Ma-
tional 4-1I Club 
Congress in Wash.
ington, 
D.C., in June.
 As Califon, 
nia is the highest ranking 
state in 
the
 nation, its delegates 
will  have 
a special session with President 
Eisenhower. 
Honors are not 
new  to this co-
ed. 
Last year she was
 selected to 
attend the Governor's 
Youth  Con-
ference.  She was one
 of 15 stu-
dents
 out of 4000 chosen 
to
 serve 
an the advisory committee. 
Janice is 
also
 one of four 
final-
ists 
in a statewide 4-H 
speech con-
test.
 
However,  
Janice  has 
brought  
beauty as well as 
brains  to the 
farm. At 
the last state contest she 
was selected Dairy 
Princess. 
The coed finds plenty of inspir-
ation fur her 
32
 completed 4-11 
projects on the 
family
 ranch in 
qonzales. "We 
raise field crops 
' 
ind produce dairy 
products,"  she 
xplained.
 
She has been 
active  in 4-H the 
past 11 
years.  Time 
consuming
 
as
 they may seem, 
activities  in 
this 
organization
 are not 
the  only 
Women, ct e 
-Sperfafotos  by Scott Turner 
Fraternity  
Queens  
Betty Cottingham, Gamma Phi 
Beta, was recently named 
Queen of Hearts by 
Sigma Phi 
Epsilon fraternity. Her 
attend-
ants are More Jacott, Alpha 
Chi Omega; and Ann Madden,
 
Kappa Alpha Theta, 
-Tricia 
Enfield, 
Kappa Alpha 
Theta, is Theta Xi's 1959 Blos-
som Time Queen, Attendants
 
'Graduate
 
Couple  
Wed 
In 
Willow
 
Glen  
Church
 
Joanna
 A. 
Hilby  
recently
 
became
 
the 
bride  
of 
Ben 
If. Yates Jr. in 
the 
Calvin  
Presbyterian
 
Church,
 
Willow 
Olen.
 Both are
 SJS 
gradu-
ates.
 
The 
former  Miss 
Hilby 
received  
a 
degree 
in 
advertising.
 
The 
benedict
 was 
graduated 
with 
a degree
 in 
electrical
 engi-
neering.
 His 
employer  is 
Univer-
sity 
of
 California
 Radiation
 Lab-
oratory
 in 
Livermore.
 
are Charlene 
Shattuck,  Sigma --
Kappa;  and Kathi 
Eggiman,  
Gamma Phi
 Beta. 
Greeks Slate 
Of Dances, 
KAPPA ALPHA THETA 
Tomorrow, Thetas will 
hold  
open house to present their spring
 
pledges. 
Last weekend
 the sisters were 
Weekend
 
Open 
House 
venly  Foods restaurant. 
SIGMA 
CHI 
This weekend the Sigs
 will have 
their first overnight -the annual
 
Sweetheart of Sigma
 Chi formal. 
hostesses 
for  the 
sorority's  Dis- 
Dancing  will 
be at the 
Rancho
 Del 
anes
 on Janice's 
schedule.  
I trim. 
Convention.  
Monte Country 
Club.  The group 
She is 
corresponding
 
secretary  
, KAPPA
 DELTA 
will stay at Los 
Laureles
 Lodge. 
af Social Affairs 
Committee,
 
fl.
 Tonight, pledges will kick up 
Both are in Carmel Valley. 
nance chairman of the Sophomore their heels at the Raunch Dance   
Class, cu -chairman
 of SAC's spring 
formal  and a member 
of Gamma 
Phi Beta 
sorority.
 
What 
does
 this coed, who
 has 
made a name 
in the farm world, 
Raunchy Romp,
 to be held at the 
plan to do? 
"Be  an 
airline 
hos..
 
house. 
tees," she replied nonchalantly. PI KAPPA ALPHA 
'But, someday, I'll probably go Tonight the brothers
 will hold 
back to the ranch."  their
 spring pledge dance at Ha -
C 
in
 their honor 
at Trader 
LOU'S.  
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
Tomorrow night 
the brothers 
will 
let themselves go at the 
Sparlaii  
Romance
 
I I 
's 
NINGS  
,hts
 BRENNAN, Kappa
 Delta 
Rho, University 
of California. to 
Mk! 
RICHARDS, Alpha Omicron 
H, 
Gregory H. BROWN, Spartan 
Dailv columnist, to 
Judy WHITE, 
Phi Mu . . . Dick CRISTOFANI, 
Sigma Alpha
 Epsilon, to Nancy 
flOUTON, Alpha Chi Omega . . . 
Ross 
JACOBS, Kappa Delta Rho, 
UCLA, 
to
 Dione CHENOWITH, 
alpha Omicron Pi, 
ENGAGEMENTS
 
Cal GEPPERT, 
counselor at 
Martha  Howard School of 
Nurs-
:rig, from San
 Jose, to Verlyn 
TARNE, freshman pre-med major 
::-om Los Angeles.  
Wedding  date 
:)..s been set for "the near future." 
. . Jim GRIFFITH, Delta Sigma 
Phi, business administration gra-
luate from 
Los Gatos, to Jann 
FRASER, Sigma Kappa, senior 
,aisiness 
major from Oroville. Cou-
;,,
 
plc::
 
s,.po,raber
 wedding 
... 
Pete McDOWELL,
 Sigma Chi, so-
phomore engineering 
major  at 
Willamete University in 
Oregon.
 
to Sandra 
SEELY, Chi 
Omega,
 
sophomore education major frOm
 
Menlo Park. No 
wedding  date has 
been set yet... . Ken ROED as-
sistant professor of 
journalism  and 
executive  secretary of SJS Alum-
ni Assn., to Sherry NUERNBERG,
 
Kappa Kappa 
Gamma  pledge ad-
viser, 1958 graduate in education. 
Couple plan a July 5 
wedding ... 
Bob ROSE, junior physical educa-
tion major from 
Sherman  Oaks, to 
Jerie  JORGENSEN, Sigma Kappa, 
junior general 
elementary  major 
from Ripon. Wedding date is July 
11 . . . Larry 
SAWYER,
 former 
SJS 
business  administration major 
from Oakdale, to 
Noreen  HAS -
SELL, Gamma 
Phi Beta, senior 
nursing major from San Carlos. 
The two 
plan  a September wed-
ding.
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 eves,  
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 of Student Union, 3:30 p.m. 
SPORTS CAR
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mooting,  
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Stade 
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 bus. cpe. runs good.
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Red
 
Oaks  Dr., 7:30 p.m.
 
Bring 35rnm 
RE 
6-0518 eves. 
, slides. 
INSTITUTE
 OF AERONAUTICAL
 SCI. 
'59 Renault 
R&H w.w $350 for 
egoll'ir
 
ENCES.  
dinner  meeting, Cafetreie room 
Cal,
 FR 
8.4526 after 5:30. 
A,
 
530
 
p.m.
 
NEWMAN
 
CLUE, 
IA4 JAG 
120M 
RDSTR.  Like new.
 
Orki
 
Mass.  
7:30 
a.m. 
new top, blk. with red loather 
sex'.
 
TR1.C,
 
weekend  in the Sierras, 
trans -
A.1, $200 bolow
 
going  price, CV 
1.6153.
 
portation at 4, 
5 and 6 p.m. 
Friday.
 
SUNDAY
 
FRESHMAN
 CAMP, 
TH11, fines not 
announced.  
GREEK
 WEEK 
COMMITTEE,  Greet 
WE5C05
 
TAPE 
RECORDER,
 few +apes. Week  Church, 7 p.m., 
Music 
Bldg.,  Con. 
$120.  
Mans  
English 
Bile.  $20.
 
Chuck,
 CV cent Hall. Donn 
Moomaw, 
alkArnerican
 
7.1444.
 
from 
UCLA
 to 
speak.
 
M. Cycle--PerIlle
 must sel.
 
Econ.
 
and 
speed.
 UN 7.3589 eves. 
3 
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2 -balls,
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home,  
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corner
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in En. 
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STu.
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cola menage 
apes
 
1,2
 b 
to 
col. 
C'(
 2.1500. 
433
 S. 
7.1.1, 
Journalism
 
Maier  
for 
advertising  
Dept. 
of ;oral 
newspaper.
 Part 
timm-arrange  
own hrs. Apply 1020 
Bank
 
of
 
America
 
Bldg. 
HELP 
WANTED  
Pert -time mother's 
helper 
 
June 15  
Full time 
d Jr 
- I 
" 
von
 
CV
 
41617.
 
Newman Hall, 
HOLLYWOOD 
STUDIO 
Special Rates to 
Sororities  
and Fraternities  
Proofs shown 
on
 all placement 
and graduation photos. 
Your 
selection
 is Retouched.
 
41 North First Street 
San Jose, 
California  
CY 
2-8960
 
Collin 3 ...citicho
 
the finest in quality 
For your 
wedding
 
COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHY COVERAGE
 
IN ATTRACTIVE
 WEDDING  ALBUMS 
BD 'A  
CONSULTATION  AT NO 
EXTRA
 CHARGE 
"STUDENT SPECIALS"
 
41 EAST 
SAN 
ANTONIO
 STREET  
CYpress  2-6362 
CANTERBURY 
ASSOCIATION 
Christian 
Center 
 92 
SOUTH
 FIFTH STREET 
Holy 
Core-
 
a, 
7:30 are. 
Every
 
Thursday
 
Office Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
 
Barbaro
 E. 
Arnold
 
Episcopal 
Church  
Services at Trinity,
 81 N. 2nd 
8:00
 urn. Huly 
9.25 and 11:00 a.m. 
Morning Prayer 
W. B. 
Murdock. Rector
 
Warren
 Debenhern, Assb. 
Kappa
 
Delta
 
To
 
Give
 
'Semi
-Shaggy
 
D 
A 
"sem.
 
 
Pup
 
a,a
 
given
 
away
 
tonight
 
at
 
5:30
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Kappa
 
Delta  
sorority.
 
Dinte
 
thru-
Uwe;  
cuss
 
be
 
mash.
 
to
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%any
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Oil
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GAS
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Methodism's
 
Ministry
 
at
 
SE
 
FIRST 
METHODIST 
CHURCH
 
Fifth and 
Santa 
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Streets
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 you to 
MORNING  
WORSHIP
 
9 30 41.T. "The Pursuit 
of
 Excellence" 
JOYCE 
WESLEY  
PARR, DO, 
Minister  
HiUKICE IL CHEEK,
 Aisociete Minister  
St.  
PAUL'S
 
METHODIST
 
CHURCH
 
Tenth  
and
 
San
 
Salvador
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9:30  
a.m.
 
College
 
Bible
 
Class
 
II
 
a.m.  
MORNING
 
WORSHIP
 
"Christ
 
in 
Human
 
Suffering"
 
7:15
 
p.m.,
 
Vesper
 
Service
 
Edwin  
M.
 
Sweet,
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CARL  
METZGER,
 
Minister
 
of
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FIRST BAPTIST 
CHURCH
 
Two 
Blocks  from Campus 
2nd  
and 
S..,  
Antonio
 
SUNDAY 
SERVICES
 
11:00 MORNING  
WORSHIP
 
7:00
 EVENING 
SERVICE
 
Dr. 
Clarence  Sands
 - Minister
 
"A Cordial Invitation
 
for
 Every 
Sunday"
 
TRI-C 
"A Group 
with  YOU 
in
 
mind"  
EVERY 
'SUNDAY
 
9:30 A.M. Leadership
 
Seminar  
5:45 
P.M.  Fellowship
 
Time
 
Fall 
Semester:
 
Philosophy
 and 
PsychcHgv
 
The Pink Building 3rd 
and 
San 
Antonio
 
BETHEL
 
CHURCH
 
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD" 
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE 
A 
CHURCH  WITH YOUTH IN MIND 
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 SCHOOL   
- 9:30 A.M. 
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CYpress
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   
(--)/ 
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You'll  want to dance
 
all  
night
 
in
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dressy
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bubble
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grad-
uation 
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CY
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